
                        QUARTERLY PROGRAM-ISSUES REPORT
                          April 1, 2005 - June 30, 2005

Topics:       (A)  Health Issues                      
              (B)  Environment/Ecology                
              (C)  Education                          
              (D)  Diversity/Minorities               
              (E)  Government Issues                  

(A)   Health Issues
April 1, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"The Power of the Situation"
How social psychologists attempt to understand behavior within its
broader 
social context; how our beliefs and behavior can be influenced and
manipulated 
by other people and situational forces. 
April 1, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Constructing Social Reality"
Factors that contribute to our interpretation of reality. 
April 2, 02:00-02:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Drugs"
Effects of different classifications and administrations of drugs, what 
individuals need to know about medications, drug dependence and
addiction, and 
treatment and prevention of drug abuse. 
April 2, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Alcohol"
Effects of alcohol on the body, why people drink, patterns of alcohol
abuse, 
alcohol problems, treatment of alcoholism, and the impact of alcohol
abuse on 
the family and relationships. 
April 5, 02:00-02:30 a.m.
ENVIROMYSTERIES
"Water + ? = Trouble!"
A team of teen environmental reporters try to find out what's making so
many 
people in their town ill. 
April 5, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
ENVIROMYSTERIES
"Breaking The Mold"
What is making 16-yr.-old Kee Malesky sick? Could her sudden asthma
attack be 
caused by something environmental? 
April 7, 02:00-02:25 a.m.
HEALTHY HUMAN BODY



"Skeletal and Muscular System"
In-line skating and ballet action demonstrate a skeleton's movement. 
Identifies all the major bones, muscles, joints and cartilage in the
human 
body. Learn how they work together and how to care for them. 
April 7, 02:20-02:45 a.m.
HEALTHY HUMAN BODY
"Respiratory and Circulatory System"
In a pool and on a track, withness an athlete's chest, ribs, lungs and 
diaphragm in action.  See how the inhalation and exhalation of oxygen
works 
with the blood system and how smoking pollutes it. 
April 7, 02:40-03:05 a.m.
HEALTHY HUMAN BODY
"Digestion and Nutrition"
See how the digestive system works and how to eat healthy, nutritious
food. 
Using high-tech cinematography, the program shows all the physiological 
details. 
April 7, 03:00-03:25 a.m.
HEALTHY HUMAN BODY
"Blood, Hear and Circulation"
Watch young ice skaters and gymnasts train and compare mechanical pumps
to 
work of the heart. See how blood circulates through arteries, veins, 
capillaries and valves, and discover the effects of infection,
nutrition, 
exercise and smoking. 
April 8, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Psychopathology"
Theories of mental illness, esp. schizophrenia and depression. 
April 8, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Psychotherapy"
Psychotherapy; biomedical & traditional therapies. 
April 9, 02:00-02:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Tobacco"
Effects of tobacco on body, reasons that people smoke, impact of
smoking on 
US health, politics of tobacco, other forms of tobacco, environmental
smoke, 
smoking cessation. 
April 9, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Staying Safe"
How injuries happen; safety on road, in home, on job, at recreation.
Ways to 
prevent injuries. 
April 12, 05:00-06:00 a.m.
P.O.V.
"Hybrid"



Eccentric Iowa farmer who was one of first to develop hybrid corn in
early 20 
th century. Filmed in b/w by grandson. 
April 14, 01:00-02:00 a.m.
INDEPENDENT LENS
"Sunset Story"
Eighty-one-year-old Irja and her 95-year-old Lucille are the only lucid 
residents at a seniors' home for political progressives. 
April 15, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Health, Mind, and Behavior"
Mind-body relationship; effect of health on mental function and vice
versa; 
relationship of stress to blood pressure, heart disease. 
April 15, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Applied Psychology"
Effect of technology on psychology. 
April 16, 02:00-02:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Aging: Health Across The Lifespan"
Impact of lifestyle in earlier years on health in later years.  Middle-
age 
parenting; aging process. 
April 16, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"When Life Ends"
How death occurs, definitions of death, emotional and ethical aspects
of 
death, preparation for death, hospice care, funerals, grief process. 
April 16, 04:00-05:00 a.m.
INDEPENDENT LENS
"Maggie Growls"
Profiles Maggie Kuhn (1905-95), founder of Gray Panthers. 
April 22, 01:00-01:55 a.m.
INDEPENDENT LENS
"Life Matters"
Former Texas clergyman who became abortion doctor. 
April 22, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Cognitive Neuroscience"
Psychology's most significant principles, studies and theories; how
opposites 
contribute to understanding of behavior. 
April 22, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Cultural Psychology"
Future of psychology; improving lives; new directions. 
April 23, 02:00-02:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Our Planet, Our Health"



Present state of the planet; how past and present pollution, chemicals, 
invisible dangers, and politics effect the future of the planet; and
what the 
individual can do to protect the environment. 
April 23, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"World Health: The Journey Continues"
Course concludes. Global issues of health; potential of widespread
epidemics 
like HIV; emergence of new diseases and impact for maintaining health
in 
future. 
April 26, 01:00-02:00 a.m.
INDEPENDENT LENS
"Why Can't We Be A Family Again?/Downpour Resurfaci"
Young brothers hope for mother's recovery from addiction. Poet-
therapist Robt. 
Hall on healing from childhood abuse. 
May 5, 01:00-02:00 a.m.
NO ORDINARY JOE: ERASING THE STIGMA OF MENTAL ILLN
Celebrates life of Joe Laurencelle, athlete, teacher and coach who was 
diagnosed bipolar at 22, committed suicide at 26. 
May 18, 11:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
GO! EXERCISE WITH THE TELETUBBIES
Stretch up high and join the Teletubbies in fun activities that help
develop 
large motor skills, including jumping, marching and dancing! 
May 24, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
ENVIROMYSTERIES
"Water + ? = Trouble!"
A team of teen environmental reporters try to find out what's making so
many 
people in their town ill. 
May 31, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Past, Present, and Promise"
Introduces psychology as a science that spans many fields of knowledge,
from 
philosophy and anthropology to biochemistry and artificial
intelligence, and 
asks, "What is the nature of human nature?" Course begins. 
May 31, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Health: Begin The Journey"
Introduces the concept of health, the dimensions of health, and self- 
responsibility for developing healthy lifestyles. 
June 1, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Understanding Research"
Examines scientific methods of collecting and analyzing data, in the 
laboratory and in the field, with an emphasis on sharpening critical
thinking 
in the interpretation of research findings. 



June 1, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Stress"
Examines stress, its causes, its impact on life, and how to cope. 
June 2, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"The Behaving Brain"
Structure and composition of brain: how neurons function; how
information is 
collected and transmitted; how chemical reactions determine thoughts,
feelings, 
and actions. 
June 2, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Psychological Health"
Discusses what it means to be psychologically healthy; impact of self
esteem 
on psychological health; being in control of our own emotional well
being; 
importance of connecting with others. 
June 2, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
JAY JAY THE JET PLANE
"Tracy's Shooting Star/Upsy Downosis"
Tracy is determined to see a shooting star; Herky gets a cold that
makes him 
fly upside-down. 
June 3, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"The Responsive Brain"
How the brain, behavior and environment interact and how the brain's 
structure and functions are changed by stimulation from the social and 
physical context. 
June 3, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Mental Disorders"
Examines the anatomy and functioning of the brain, the various mental 
disorders and their treatment, and the causes and prevention of
suicide. 
June 3, 05:00-05:30 p.m.
ARTHUR
"Arthur's Chicken Pox/Sick As A Dog"
D.W. isn't sure whether Arthur is lucky or not to be sick; when Pal
gets sick, 
Arthur suspects D.W. as culprit. 
June 4, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"The Developing Child"
Traces the processes and stages of growth. Considers the nature vs.
nurture 
debate by showing how developmental psychologists study the relative
influence 
of heredity and environment. 



June 4, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Fitness for Every Lifestyle"
The components of fitness; how much exercise and what kind of exercise
is 
necessary; how to get and keep involved in a fitness program; and how
to 
exercise safely. 
June 5, 08:00-09:00 a.m.
MORE YOGA FOR THE REST OF US WITH PEGGY CAPPY
Easy, effective yoga increases flexibility. 
June 5, 02:30-02:55 p.m.
YOGA FOR THE REST OF US
Easy, effective yoga incl. warm-up, stretches, breathing. 
June 7, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Language Development"
Development of language; what psychologists hope to discover about the
human 
mind, society and culture by studying how children use language in
social 
communication. 
June 7, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Nutrition: Eating for Your Health"
Describes the meaning of sound nutrition, the nutrients, the Food Guide 
Pyramid and its importance in planning meals, the use of supplements,
food 
labeling, dietary diversity, and food safety. 
June 8, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Sensation and Perception"
Reveals how visual information is gathered and processed and how our
culture, 
past experience and personal interests influence our perceptions. 
June 8, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Weight Management: Finding A Healthy Middle"
Examines body image, optimum weight, unhealthy eating, eating
disorders, 
obesity, and weight management. 
June 8, 11:30-11:55 p.m.
YOGA FOR THE REST OF US
Easy, effective yoga incl. warm-up, stretches, breathing. 
June 9, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Learning"
Principles of classical and operant conditioning; how research of Ivan
Pavlov, 
John Watson, Edward Thorndike and B.F. Skinner has influenced thinking
about 
nature of animal and human learning. 



June 9, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Building Relationships"
Explains personal communication, intimate relationships, committed,
long-term 
relationships, developing and maintaining relationships, and problems
in 
relationships. 
June 10, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Remembering and Forgetting"
Complex process called memory: how images, ideas, language, even
physical 
actions, sounds, and smells are translated into codes, represented in
memory 
and retrieved when needed. 
June 10, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Sexual Health"
Describes sexually healthy individuals and relationships, sexual
diversity, 
and the sexual response. Addresses the physiology of the reproductive
organs, 
women's and men's sexual concerns, and sexual violence. 
June 11, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Cognitive Processes"
Explores higher mental processes -- reasoning, planning, problem
solving -- 
and "cognitive revolution" that is attracting diverse investigators,
from 
philosophers to computer scientists. 
June 11, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Reproduction and Contraception"
Describes conception, pregnancy, infertility, contraception,
contraceptive 
methods, abortion, and choices to be child free. 
June 12, 08:30-08:55 a.m.
YOGA FOR THE REST OF US
Easy, effective yoga incl. warm-up, stretches, breathing. 
June 14, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Judgment and Decision Making"
Analyzes decision-making process and human intuition; leading
authorities 
reveal how and why people make good and bad decisions. 
June 14, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"A Family Affair"
Discusses childbirth, adoption, family responsibilities, parenting
skills, 
roles in child rearing, the challenges of working parents and single
parents, 



and domestic violence. 
June 15, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Motivation and Emotion"
Why people act and feel as they do, from exhilaration to agony. 
June 15, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Managing Your Health"
Offers information about taking responsibility for one's own health
care, 
choosing a physician, patient's rights, the various health-care
delivery 
systems, and methods of paying for health care. 
June 16, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"The Mind Awake and Asleep"
How mind functions when awake and asleep. Conscious mind; Wundt's 
structuralism vs. James' functionalism. Dreams as physiological
phenomenon vs. 
psychological value of dreams. 
June 16, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Other Paths: Complementary and Alternative Medicin"
Examines the rapidly growing practices of CAM, under what circumstances
it is 
used, and how it interacts with western medical practices. 
June 17, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"The Mind Hidden and Divided"
Subconscious and unconscious mind; theories of Freud; multiple
personality 
disorder, hypnosis, perceiving suggestions unconsciously. 
June 17, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Infectious Disease"
Discusses agents of infection, how infectious diseases spread, and
explains 
the agent/host/environment model, major infectious diseases, the body's 
defenses, and vaccines. 
June 18, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"The Self"
Theories of James, Freud and Rogers. 
June 18, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Hiv-Aids: Fighting A Global Epidemic"
Explains the transmission of sexually transmitted diseases, the 
characteristics of the various STDs, prevention of STDs, the scope of
the HIV/ 
AIDS epidemic globally, the treatment of HIV/AIDS and prevention. 
June 19, 11:30-11:55 a.m.
YOGA FOR THE REST OF US



Easy, effective yoga incl. warm-up, stretches, breathing. 
June 19, 12:00 a.m.-01:00 p.m.
MORE YOGA FOR THE REST OF US WITH PEGGY CAPPY
Easy, effective yoga increases flexibility. 
June 19, 06:00-07:00 p.m.
SECRETS OF THE DEAD
"Mystery of the Black Death"
Why Eng. villagers survived 1665 bubonic plague outbreak. 
June 20, 11:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
GO! EXERCISE WITH THE TELETUBBIES
Stretch up high and join the Teletubbies in fun activities that help
develop 
large motor skills, including jumping, marching and dancing! 
June 21, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Testing and Intelligence"
History of formal testing; predictive powers of tests; Stanford-Binet
IQ test; 
problems of cultural and sexual bias.  Misuse of test data; extent to
which 
intelligence is determined by nature or nurture. 
June 21, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Cardiovascular Health: A Healthy Heart"
How the heart functions; risk factors for heart disease; causes,
treatment, 
and prevention of major cardiovascular diseases; and how to develop a
heart- 
healthy lifestyle. 
June 22, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Sex and Gender"
Development of gender differences; meaning of "psychological
androgeny." 
June 22, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Coping with Cancer"
Describes and distinguishes among the types of cancers, discusses the
risk 
factors for cancer, the types of cancer treatment, trends in cancer
treatment, 
and lifestyle behaviors to reduce the risk of cancer. 
June 22, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
JAY JAY THE JET PLANE
"Catch The Buzz/Grumpy O'malley"
A bumblebee gets trapped inside Big Jake; Snuffy is chosen to pick up
E.Z. 
O'Malley's cousin. 
June 23, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Maturing and Aging"
Psychology of the elderly; emotional stability, memory, cognitive



performance. 
June 23, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Living with a Chronic Disease"
Differentiates between infectious and noninfectious disease; factors 
determining whether an individual will have a noninfectious disease.
Diseases 
discussed include diabetes, asthma, epilepsy, and digestive diseases. 
June 24, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"The Power of the Situation"
How social psychologists attempt to understand behavior within its
broader 
social context; how our beliefs and behavior can be influenced and
manipulated 
by other people and situational forces. 
June 24, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Drugs"
Effects of different classifications and administrations of drugs, what 
individuals need to know about medications, drug dependence and
addiction, and 
treatment and prevention of drug abuse. 
June 25, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Constructing Social Reality"
Factors that contribute to our interpretation of reality. 
June 25, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Alcohol"
Effects of alcohol on the body, why people drink, patterns of alcohol
abuse, 
alcohol problems, treatment of alcoholism, and the impact of alcohol
abuse on 
the family and relationships. 
June 28, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Psychopathology"
Theories of mental illness, esp. schizophrenia and depression. 
June 28, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Tobacco"
Effects of tobacco on body, reasons that people smoke, impact of
smoking on 
US health, politics of tobacco, other forms of tobacco, environmental
smoke, 
smoking cessation. 
June 29, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Psychotherapy"
Psychotherapy; biomedical & traditional therapies. 
June 29, 03:00-03:30 a.m.



JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Staying Safe"
How injuries happen; safety on road, in home, on job, at recreation.
Ways to 
prevent injuries. 
June 29, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
JAY JAY THE JET PLANE
"Wing Wigglin/Tracy's Tree"
Jay Jay won't participate in the morning flight; Tracy befriends a tree
that 
has grown in the middle of the runway. 
June 30, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Health, Mind, and Behavior"
Mind-body relationship; effect of health on mental function and vice
versa; 
relationship of stress to blood pressure, heart disease. 
June 30, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
JOURNEY TO HEALTH: MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
"Aging: Health Across The Lifespan"
Impact of lifestyle in earlier years on health in later years.  Middle-
age 
parenting; aging process. 

(B)   Environment/Ecology
April 2, 01:32-02:02 a.m.
DESTINATION DIVING
"The Philippines"
Japanese wrecks in Coron Bay; marine reserve at Apo Island, Balicasag
and 
Anilao; Jeepney factory, museums, Filipino culture. 
April 3, 04:30-05:00 a.m.
ENDLESS VOYAGE, THE
April 3, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
ENDLESS VOYAGE, THE
April 3, 11:59 p.m.-12:04 a.m.
JACK HORKHEIMER: STARGAZER
April 4, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
GED CONNECTION
"Physics"
Guests of various disciplines explain specific applications of physics 
concepts. 
April 5, 02:00-02:30 a.m.
ENVIROMYSTERIES
"Water + ? = Trouble!"
A team of teen environmental reporters try to find out what's making so
many 
people in their town ill. 
April 5, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
ENVIROMYSTERIES
"Breaking The Mold"



What is making 16-yr.-old Kee Malesky sick? Could her sudden asthma
attack be 
caused by something environmental? 
April 5, 08:00-09:00 p.m.
NOVA
"Great Escape"
Most daring and technically ingenious prison escape of WWII. 
April 7, 04:00-04:30 a.m.
ECONOMICS U$A
"Pollution: How Much Is A Clean Environment Worth?"
Problems w/ private ind. and govt.'s attempt to clean up environment. 
April 10, 04:30-05:00 a.m.
ENDLESS VOYAGE, THE
April 10, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
ENDLESS VOYAGE, THE
April 10, 11:58 p.m.-12:03 a.m.
JACK HORKHEIMER: STARGAZER
April 12, 02:00-02:30 a.m.
DRAGONFLY TV
"Energy"
Paula and Alyssa study sword science with a fencing investigation. Kha
and 
Peta determine how different tae kwon do movements challenge their
bodies' 
skeletal and muscular systems. Plus, how can you pedal your bike 80
miles per 
hour? 
April 12, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DRAGONFLY TV
"Engineering"
Kid engineers Bob and Brennan tune up their ice bike for the coolest
race of 
all. Young inventor Karl and his robots face the ultimate techno-
rumble: robot 
wars! And how do you propel a rollercoaster without climbing the first
hill? 
April 12, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
DRAGONFLY TV
"Animal Behavior"
Jerika and Shannon hop to it and explore which rabbits are the best
athletes. 
Robyn and Alex dive into a sea lion investigation. Which sport keeps
bears 
healthy and happy? 
April 12, 03:30-04:00 a.m.
DRAGONFLY TV
"Friction"
Slippery scientists Mimi, Haley, Tara and Lauren investigate the icy
sport of 
curling. Sara and Rachel get a rise out of engineering a real
hovercraft. How 
can you practice hockey without ice? 



April 12, 08:00-09:00 p.m.
NOVA
"Sinking City of Venice"
Battle to keep unusual city from drowning beneath rising tides of
Adriatic 
Sea. 
April 13, 08:50-09:50 p.m.
GRAND CANYON, A NAKED PLANET SPECIAL
Mysteries of canyon's creation millions of years ago; human attempts to
dam 
and drain it. 
April 17, 04:30-05:00 a.m.
ENDLESS VOYAGE, THE
April 17, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
ENDLESS VOYAGE, THE
April 17, 11:59 p.m.-12:04 a.m.
JACK HORKHEIMER: STARGAZER
April 18, 09:00-10:00 p.m.
NOVA
"Magnetic Storm"
Threat of sun flare incl. massive 1989 power outage. 
April 19, 02:00-02:30 a.m.
DRAGONFLY TV
"Sound"
Brittney and Maggie explore communication by way of a volleyball game. 
Tarissa and Sabrina measure sometimes-dangerous sound levels in their
favorite 
New York City hang-outs. Plus, how can you turn sheet music without
using your 
hands? 
April 19, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DRAGONFLY TV
"Canines"
Zachary and Jerit explore wolf-pack behavior to determine the "top
dog." 
Alexa, Miriah and Janaya investigate which sled dog should lead the
pack to 
victory. How can you keep your pooch from being a "hot dog?" 
April 19, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
DRAGONFLY TV
"Science at Play"
Francheska, Marnika and Precious get roped into a Double Dutch
investigation. 
Maddy and Martina use clowns, juggling and science to demonstrate how 
unreliable human perception can be. And how can you clock a baseball's
speed 
without a radar gun? 
April 19, 03:30-04:00 a.m.
DRAGONFLY TV
"Earth Systems"
Miniature golf makes for maximum fun as kids hit the links to explore



erosion. 
Young desert scientists discover how plants survive the harsh
conditions on 
the Guadalupe-Nipomo Sand Dunes. How can kids "make a stink" to reduce 
dangerous bus emissions? 
April 19, 08:00-09:00 p.m.
NOVA
"Nova Sciencenow"
Tom and Ray Magliozzi, hosts of Car Talk, explore fuel cells. Visits
lab that 
performs stem cell research exclusively on mice. 
April 20, 09:00-10:00 p.m.
NOVA
"Who Killed The Red Baron?"
Investigates 1918 demise of Germany's WWI fighter ace, Manfred von
Richthofen. 
April 21, 02:40-02:50 a.m.
SONG AND MUSIC
"All The Colors of the Earth"
Children come in all colors of the earth, celebrating diversity and
life. 
Evocative text, beautiful art, and captivating narration are
accompanied by 
music by Crystal Taliefero. 
April 22, 05:00-05:30 p.m.
ARTHUR
"D.W. Thinks Big/Arthur Cleans Up"
D.W. feels left out when she's not a part of her aunt's wedding; Arthur 
creates the Clean-Up Brigade. 
April 24, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Collar of Time/The Birds, The Bees and the Silkwor"
Sagwa is embarrassed to wear her new collar; Tai-Tai banishes "ugly and 
useless" creatures. 
April 24, 11:59 p.m.-12:04 a.m.
JACK HORKHEIMER: STARGAZER
April 25, 09:00-10:00 p.m.
NOVA
"Hunt for the Supertwister"
Follows destructive Midwest tornadoes; radically different approaches
to 
forecasting twisters. 
April 25, 10:00-11:00 p.m.
OCEAN WILDS
"Realm of the Killer Whales"
Explores mysterious reappearance of orcas after four-month absence. 
April 26, 08:00-09:00 p.m.
NOVA
"Ancient Refuge in the Holy Land"
1960 Dead Sea letters by Jewish rebel Bar-Kokhba; possible long-lost
relic of 
the great temple in Jerusalem destroyed by the Romans. 



April 27, 09:00-10:00 p.m.
NOVA
"America's Stone Age Explorers"
Who were the first Americans and where did they come from? 
May 1, 11:59 p.m.-12:04 a.m.
JACK HORKHEIMER: STARGAZER
May 3, 02:00-02:30 a.m.
DRAGONFLY TV
"At The Zoo"
Tiger toys: Chelsea and Camille invent enrichment equipment for zoo
animals. 
Julian and Sabrina create sound spectrum snapshots of prairie dog barks
to 
explore animal communication. And how do you weigh a whale? 
May 3, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DRAGONFLY TV
"Chemistry"
Young chemists explore the science of make-up. Carolyn and Kaila turn
into 
forensic scientists to solve a birthday mystery. And meet an ice cream 
scientist who actually gets to eat his work! 
May 3, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
DRAGONFLY TV
"Human Body"
Divers Niki and Jaq make a scientific splash. Garrett, Karl and John
grab 
their boots, poles and swimsuits (?!) for an afternoon of ski jumping.
And how 
can a musician hold a long note? 
May 3, 03:30-04:00 a.m.
DRAGONFLY TV
"Mammals"
Mikki and friends travel to Africa to check out cheetah science. Matt,
Kyndal 
and Danny track the growth patterns of newborn animals at the Minnesota
Zoo. 
How do you walk a cheetah on a leash? 
May 3, 08:00-09:00 p.m.
NOVA
"Dogs and More Dogs"
Secrets of dog variation and behavior; bond we share w/dogs, insights
into 
future. 
May 4, 01:00-02:00 a.m.
RE-CONNECTIONS
Science writer James Burke's 25-yr. career. 
May 4, 05:00-05:30 p.m.
ARTHUR
"Arthur's Dummy Disaster/Francine and the Feline"
Shy George brings a ventriloquist's dummy to school. Arthur thinks the
best 
pet is a dog, and Francine would love a kitten. 



May 4, 08:50-09:50 p.m.
ST. HELENS: OUT OF THE ASH
""
Events preceding 1980 volcanic eruption; nature's wondrous reclamation. 
May 4, 09:50-10:50 p.m.
CASCADIA: THE HIDDEN FIRE
Seismic events along mountainous W. N. Am. coast; impact on quake-prone 
Pacific Rim. 
May 5, 04:00-05:00 a.m.
LIVABLE LANDSCAPES: BY CHANCE OR BY CHOICE?
Taking a stand against sprawl in New England; culprits of sprawl;
healthier 
choices. 
May 6, 04:00-05:00 a.m.
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER: THE ARTISTRY OF JAMES HUBBELL
Nature-inspired art of James Hubbell. 
May 8, 11:59 p.m.-12:04 a.m.
JACK HORKHEIMER: STARGAZER
May 9, 11:00-11:30 p.m.
SPIRIT OF THE HIMALAYAS
Spectacular mountains, cultures; hardships facing Himalayan people; aid 
projects. 
May 10, 02:00-02:30 a.m.
DRAGONFLY TV
"Simple Machines"
Jonathan and Angus from Michigan work with their local science center
on some 
fun, flingin' science to learn about trebuchets. Allie and her friends 
investigate kart racing. Without using wheels, how can you carry 20
gallons of 
water? 
May 10, 03:30-04:00 a.m.
CRACKING THE CODE
"The DNA Obsession"
May 10, 08:00-09:00 p.m.
NOVA
"Spies That Fly"
Military's robotic planes incl. 50-foot wingspan Predator. 
May 10, 09:00-10:00 p.m.
NATURE
"Australia's Little Assassins"
Many lethal, poisonous animals of Australia. 
May 11, 04:00-05:00 a.m.
AFRICA, A SPECIAL PRESENTATION OF "NATURE"
"Savanna Homecoming"
Alice Wangui, a successful salon owner and expectant mother, crosses
the 
savanna to her home village. Farther south on the savanna, another
woman 
grapples with an agonizing decision. 



May 12, 04:00-05:00 a.m.
AFRICA, A SPECIAL PRESENTATION OF "NATURE"
"Desert Odyssey"
Nine-year-old Adam Ilius joins his father's salt-trading caravan on a
months- 
long journey of hundreds of miles through the brutal Sahara desert. 
May 13, 04:00-05:00 a.m.
AFRICA, A SPECIAL PRESENTATION OF "NATURE"
"Voices of the Forest"
More than 30,000 Baka people call the Congo rain forest home, but the
forest 
is being stripped of its timber for the global export market. 
May 15, 11:59 p.m.-12:04 a.m.
JACK HORKHEIMER: STARGAZER
May 17, 03:00-04:00 a.m.
JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH
"The State of the Planet"
For the first time ever, PBS airs an annual "The State of the Planet"
special 
that will give viewers an up-to-date look at the current state of the 
environment. While celebrating the elegance of diversity and the rich
tapestry 
of the natural world, this year's special explores how population and
economic 
pressures affect that world and resources such as water and food. From
Israel 
to Iowa, Bangladesh to the basins of the Rio Grande and the Amazon,
Nairobi to 
Pennsylvania, the program crisscrosses the globe to visit places where 
environmental successes have occurred, as well as cities and villages
where 
the quality of life continues to decline. 
May 17, 08:00-09:00 p.m.
NOVA
"Lost Roman Treasure"
Quick work by archaeologists to uncover ancient Roman city of Zeugma
before 
hydroelectric dam floods the site. 
May 18, 04:00-05:00 a.m.
AFRICA, A SPECIAL PRESENTATION OF "NATURE"
"Mountains of Faith"
The cragged mountains of the Horn of Africa have been a haven for
Judaism, 
Islam and Christianity for centuries. 
May 19, 04:00-05:00 a.m.
AFRICA, A SPECIAL PRESENTATION OF "NATURE"
"Love in the Sahel"
16-year-old Errou takes his family's cattle hundreds of miles away for 
grazing; Atime Dogolo Saye pleads with his grandfather to host a rite
of 
passage. 
May 19, 11:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m.
NATURAL HISTORY OF THE CHICKEN



Expands common view of the chicken from dinner plate item to complex
and 
grand creature. 
May 20, 04:00-05:00 a.m.
AFRICA, A SPECIAL PRESENTATION OF "NATURE"
"Restless Waters"
Uganda fisherman redirects his sights to burgeoning tourist trade;
Ngwatimas 
hope rains last long enough to saturate newly planted rice fields. 
May 22, 11:59 p.m.-12:04 a.m.
JACK HORKHEIMER: STARGAZER
May 23, 01:30-02:30 a.m.
AYERS ROCK, A NAKED PLANET SPECIAL
Creation and what lies inside this symbol of outback in vast Australian 
desert. 
May 23, 10:00-10:30 a.m.
BOB THE VID TECH: WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE
Bob the Vid Tech traces water from his own home, through a water
reclamation 
facility, past a wetland, and finally out to the Chesapeake Bay. 
May 24, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
ENVIROMYSTERIES
"Water + ? = Trouble!"
A team of teen environmental reporters try to find out what's making so
many 
people in their town ill. 
May 24, 03:00-04:00 a.m.
JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH
"Future Conditional"
This episosde investigates the link between environmental change and
the 
future health of the planet, a "future conditional" on how we cope with
the 
spread of toxic pollution. Filmed from the Arctic to Mexico, from
Uzbekistan 
to Palm Springs, California, the program shows that, in the end, the
health of 
those living in far - reaching and vastly different geographic
locations 
cannot be separated. 
May 24, 08:00-10:00 p.m.
NOVA
"Galileo's Battle for the Heavens"
Historical clash between fiery scientific genius, Galileo Galilei, and
church 
authorities. 
May 25, 04:00-05:00 a.m.
AFRICA, A SPECIAL PRESENTATION OF "NATURE"
"Leopards of Zanzibar"
Issa Simai is a spear-fisherman and soccer player in Zanzibar. 
May 26, 04:00-05:00 a.m.
AFRICA, A SPECIAL PRESENTATION OF "NATURE"



"Southern Treasures"
Xoliswa Vanda, a young South African woman, prepares for a crucial exam
that 
could lead to her becoming the first black woman mine manager. In a
different 
section of the mine, Putswa Tekane, a miner from Lesotho, also has his
worries. 
May 26, 07:00-07:30 p.m.
ISLAND OUT OF TIME
Character of Chesapeake's Smith Isl., struggles of making living from
water 
for two centuries. 
May 29, 11:59 p.m.-12:04 a.m.
JACK HORKHEIMER: STARGAZER
May 30, 03:30-04:00 a.m.
DESTINATION DIVING
"Us West Coast"
Unique destinations on US West Coast: kelp forest at Pt. Lobos State
Park in 
N. Calif., Lake Tahoe. Monterey Bay Aquarium, Colorado River; shark
expedition 
at Catalina Island. 
June 6, 03:00-04:30 a.m.
AMERICAN EXPERIENCE
"Monkey Trial"
John Scopes is arrested in Tennessee in 1925 for teaching evolution in 
defiance of state law; dual betw. science and religion. 
June 7, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
JAY JAY THE JET PLANE
"Jay Jay's Butterfly Adventure/The Singing Meadow"
Jay Jay is worried about Brezzy the butterfly; Jay Jay can't figure out
where 
music is coming from. 
June 7, 08:00-09:00 p.m.
NOVA
"The Elegant Universe"
Author-physicist Brian Greene explains string theory, the long-sought
"theory 
of everything." 
June 9, 09:00-10:00 p.m.
ALONE IN THE WILDERNESS
Self-sufficient wilderness life of Richard Proenneke. 
June 10, 08:00-09:30 p.m.
NOVA
"The Elegant Universe"
Author-physicist Brian Greene explains string theory, the long-sought
"theory 
of everything." 
June 12, 11:59 p.m.-12:04 a.m.
JACK HORKHEIMER: STARGAZER
June 14, 08:00-09:00 p.m.



NOVA
"World in the Balance: The People Paradox/China Rev"
Takes the pulse of China's hyperactive, fast-growing economy. 
June 19, 11:59 p.m.-12:04 a.m.
JACK HORKHEIMER: STARGAZER
June 21, 08:00-09:00 p.m.
NOVA
"World in the Balance - China Revs Up"
Investigates social and economic forces that have produced starkly
different 
population profiles in India, Japan, sub-Saharan Africa. 
June 21, 11:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m.
GREAT PROJECTS: THE BUILDING OF AMERICA
"Bridging New York"
Some of NY's major bridges engineered by Othmar Ammann. 
June 24, 03:30-04:00 a.m.
DESTINATION DIVING
"Panama/Underwater Photography/Shark Experience"
Panama Canal, rain forest, Panama La Vieja, Isla Coiba and Isla
Montousa, 
underwater photography, Caribbean reef sharks. 
June 25, 03:30-04:00 a.m.
DESTINATION DIVING
"Bermuda/Arctic Circle"
Bermuda's notorious shipwrecks, breathtaking grottos, Nonsuch Island.
Artic 
Circle, frigid waters of Svalbard archipelago, glaciers, wildlife. 
June 25, 12:00 a.m.-01:00 p.m.
ALONE IN THE WILDERNESS
Self-sufficient wilderness life of Richard Proenneke. 
June 26, 07:00-08:00 p.m.
NATURE
"John Denver: Let This Be A Voice"
This last film Denver made before his tragic accident in the summer of
1997 
takes viewers on a voyage of remembrance to visit the places that
inspire 
Denver's work. 
June 26, 11:59 p.m.-12:04 a.m.
JACK HORKHEIMER: STARGAZER
June 27, 02:00-03:00 a.m.
NATURE
"Dogs: The Early Years"
Our love for puppies; breeding, training, selecting. 
June 27, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Tweet! Tweet!"
Walter and Clay Pigeon meet face-to-face with Tyrannosaurus Rex! 
June 28, 03:30-04:00 a.m.
DESTINATION DIVING



"Fiji"
Friendly, beautiful Fiji village; Yaqona Ceremony, shark dive. 
June 29, 03:30-04:00 a.m.
DESTINATION DIVING
"Northern Mariana Islands (Cnmi)"
WWII wrecks; underwater grottos created by raised limestone islands of
Saipan, 
Rota and Tinian. 
June 29, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
JAY JAY THE JET PLANE
"Wing Wigglin/Tracy's Tree"
Jay Jay won't participate in the morning flight; Tracy befriends a tree
that 
has grown in the middle of the runway. 
June 30, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Tweet! Tweet!"
Walter and Clay Pigeon meet face-to-face with Tyrannosaurus Rex! 
June 30, 05:00-05:30 p.m.
ARTHUR
"D.W. All Wet/Buster's Dino Dilemma"
D.W. develops a fear of octopuses after a visit to the aquarium; Arthur
and 
Buster go on a fossil-hunting field trip. 

(C)   Education
April 1, 03:00-04:00 a.m.
EDUCATION NEWS PARENTS CAN USE
"Drug and Alcohol Prevention: Keeping Kids on the R"
Features educators and community leaders who are dedicated to ensuring
that 
all children have a chance to learn and explore the arts. Topics
include why 
arts are an essential part of education, innovative ways to integrate
arts 
into the school day, how arts can stimulate a child's mind, how art can 
improve achievement and help at-risk students, and how parents can
help. 
April 1, 06:30-07:00 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Last Cliff Hanger"
Author Livingston Dangerously has written "The Last Cliff-Hanger." 
April 1, 07:30-08:00 a.m.
CYBERCHASE
"The Snelfu Snafu (Pt. 2)"
The CyberSquad must find a way to bring Motherboard back to power and
oust 
Hacker. Slider's invention "the Syncolator" is the answer, but some of
the 
expensive parts are missing and they have limited funds. 
April 4, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
GED CONNECTION
"Physics"



Guests of various disciplines explain specific applications of physics 
concepts. 
April 4, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Last Cliff Hanger"
Author Livingston Dangerously has written "The Last Cliff-Hanger." 
April 4, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Raising The Bar"
Hacker, disguised as an exterminator, releases a cyberbug that is 
systematically destroying certain information. Topic: bar graphs.
Guest: 
Jasmine Guy 
April 5, 03:00-03:25 a.m.
USING MEDIA EFFECTIVELY IN YOUR CLASSROOM
"Case Study: Environmental Health"
April 5, 03:30-04:00 a.m.
READING RAINBOW
"Two Old Potatoes and Me"
After a young girl finds two old potatoes at her father's house, they
plant 
and tend them to see if they will have new potatoes in September. 
April 5, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Something Fishy"
When Lionel reads the latest Cliff Hanger book to Leona, it gives her
an idea 
about how to make one of her biggest dreams come true. 
April 5, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"All The Right Angles"
Motherboard mistakenly sends a treasure map to Hacker. The kids must
find the 
secret treasure before Hacker does and use their skill with angles to
read the 
strange map. 
April 6, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Be Bop"
When cool, jazzy shoes come out of a book and dance all over the
library, 
everybody gets in the groove. 
April 6, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Snow Day to Be Exact"
Hacker steals the powerful sunisphere from Solaria. 
April 7, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Bug Beard"
A woodcutter and his wife, played by Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee, need the 
lions' help with a man who has bugs, bugs, bugs in his beard. 



April 7, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"A Day at the Spa"
With the Krystal of Kalmoor, Hacker can roam cyberspace and create
havoc 
without having to recharge his power.  The kids and Digit try to
retrieve it. 
April 8, 02:00-02:30 a.m.
ADVENTURES FROM THE BOOK OF VIRTUES
"Integrity"
Zach lies about his history project. 
April 8, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
ADVENTURES FROM THE BOOK OF VIRTUES
"Work"
Annie's science project is harder than she expected. Story of Wright
Brothers 
inspires. 
April 8, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
ADVENTURES FROM THE BOOK OF VIRTUES
"Friendship"
The story of the friendship between Robin Hood and Little John, helps
Zach 
realize that a good friendship can be born out of healthy competition. 
April 8, 03:30-04:00 a.m.
ADVENTURES FROM THE BOOK OF VIRTUES
"Courage"
Zach promises to drop off his father's film but goes hiking first.
Story: 
"Jack and the Beanstalk" 
April 8, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Last Cliff Hanger"
Author Livingston Dangerously has written "The Last Cliff-Hanger." 
April 8, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Ecohaven Cse"
Someone has stolen the legendary cyberbeast Choocroca from cybersite
EcoHaven, 
and the only clue is the culprit's footprint. Using the principles of
"body 
math," the CyberSquad has to sleuth out who took Choocroca. 
April 11, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
GED CONNECTION
"Passing The GED Math Test"
Math skills for students preparing for the GED exam. 
April 11, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Spider and the Lie"
It's up to Judge Click the Mouse to find out who's telling the truth. 
April 11, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Codename: Icky"



In the watery depths of cybersite Aquari-yum, the kids and Hacker go in 
search of a giant cyber-slug, who feeds on pure energy. Codes: how top-
secret 
messages work. 
April 12, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Bug Beard"
A woodcutter and his wife, played by Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee, need the 
lions' help with a man who has bugs, bugs, bugs in his beard. 
April 12, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"The Wedding Scammer"
The kids must think their way through an intricate series of puzzles to
free 
the the long-lost daughter of a powerful king. Topic: making hard
problems 
easier. Guest: Al Roker 
April 13, 03:30-04:00 a.m.
READING RAINBOW
"Mr. George Baker"
Harry sits on the porch with 100 year old Mr. George Baker who can
dance and 
play the drums but goes to school, just like Harry, so he can learn to
read. 
April 13, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Chess Mess"
It's Alice Day! It's Alice Day! Callooh! Callay! Hooray! 
April 13, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"A World Without Zero"
Because of a poison pen campaign devised by Hacker, Mister Z feels
worthless 
and decides to leave Gollywood. As Hacker becomes the biggest star in 
Gollywood, the kids and Digit must show Mister Z he does indeed have a
value 
by demonstrating the importance of the number zero. 
April 14, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Spider and the Lie"
It's up to Judge Click the Mouse to find out who's telling the truth. 
April 14, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"A Perfect Fit"
The bad guys bring Gigabyte to a Mayan-style pyramid on cybersite
Jimaya. The 
CyberSquad must work their way past a obstacles and block the rays of
the sun 
before it can energize the metal monster and cause chaos! 
April 14, 08:00-09:30 p.m.
MASTERPIECE THEATRE
"Great Expectations (Pt. 1)"
Charles Dickens' story. Orphan Pip is raised by abusive sister and kind 



husband. Later, Pip falls in love, is sent to London with "great
expectations" 
from anonymous source. 
April 14, 09:30-11:00 p.m.
MASTERPIECE THEATRE
"Great Expectations (Pt. 2)"
Estella spurns Pip. Escaped convict reappears. Illusions about Estella
and 
others fall apart. 
April 15, 02:00-02:30 a.m.
ADVENTURES FROM THE BOOK OF VIRTUES
"Perseverance"
The story of "The Tortoise and the Hare" encourages Annie in a bike
race. 
April 15, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
ADVENTURES FROM THE BOOK OF VIRTUES
"Honesty"
Annie refuses to pay Zach all she promised, until she hears "The Pied
Piper 
of Hamelin," about not keeping promises. 
April 15, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
ADVENTURES FROM THE BOOK OF VIRTUES
"Responsibility"
Annie doesn't follow through on garden care and Plato tells a story
about 
responsibility. 
April 15, 03:30-04:00 a.m.
ADVENTURES FROM THE BOOK OF VIRTUES
"Self-Discipline"
Zach plays instead of prepares; Plato tells a story about self-
discipline, 
The Dancing Horses of Sybaris. 
April 15, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Good Night, Knight"
Orlando Furioso, the brave knight, will save the fair Angelica and lift
the 
curse of Fallerina if he can be put back together again. 
April 15, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"The Borg of the Ring"
The long-lost and powerful Totally Rad Ring of Radopolis has been
found...and 
is soon swiped by Hacker. The kids must all work together to get the
Ring back 
from Hacker and put it in the exact center of the Circle of Supreme
Safety 
before Hacker destroys Motherboard once and for all. 
April 18, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
GED CONNECTION
"Number Sense"
This program addresses the importance of numbers and having a sense for
them 



in order to make good decisions in life as well as on the GED test. A
host and 
several guests underscore the importance of using numbers in their
daily lives. 
Video also depicts exchanges between car buyer and dealer over price,
and 
traveler trying to understand directions in foreign country. Numbers
are 
important because they are uniformly standard everywhere. They are also
linear 
and infinite, which allows for easy comparison to see if one number is
more 
than, less than, or the same as another. Learning math, like any new
process, 
involves understanding specific terminology. Understanding symbols is
more 
important than arithmetical ability. Getting a feel for numbers is
necessary 
in order to restate a mathematical value or problem. Estimating is an 
important ability that can aid people in purchasing and other
decisions. 
April 18, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Humph! Humph! Humph!"
Gus gets "humphy" when Leona asks him to read to her. 
April 18, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Balancing Act"
Shari Spotter is selected by Headmaster Stumblesnore to make a film
about 
Frogsnorts. Matt is the director. Inez the writer. Jackie the producer.
And 
Digit is the camerabird. The team collaborates well until they realize
they're 
spending too much too fast. The solution: create a budget. Their
efforts are 
complicated by The Hacker, who places Stumblesnore under a spell in an
effort 
to become the new headmaster of Frogsnorts. 
April 19, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Pigs, Pigs, Pigs!/The Three Little Pigs"
Pigs run amok in the story "Pigs Aplenty, Pigs Galore!" and then try to 
escape the wolf in a retelling of a classic folktale. 
April 19, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Trading Places"
After crashing the cybercraft, Marbles, Digit and the kids learn to
trade and 
barter and create a monetary system. 
April 19, 05:00-05:30 p.m.
ARTHUR
"It's A No-Brainer/The Shore Thing"
Brain loses to Buster in the Math-a-thon. Arthur and D.W. beg Dad to
take 
them to the water park. 



April 20, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Good Night, Knight"
Orlando Furioso, the brave knight, will save the fair Angelica and lift
the 
curse of Fallerina if he can be put back together again. 
April 20, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"The Snelfu Snafu (Pt. 1)"
The long-lost encryptor chip that can bring Motherboard back to full
power 
appears for sale! The CyberSquad has only a few days to save enough
money to 
outbid Hacker. They win but are unprepared for what happens... 
April 21, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Out In Outer Space"
Grandpa Lion visits the library to tell the cubs a true story about a
friend 
who traveled out in outer space. Guests: Melissa Etheridge, Brian
McKnight, 
astronaut Ellen Ochoa, Vanessa Williams. 
April 21, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"The Snelfu Snafu (Pt. 2)"
The CyberSquad must find a way to bring Motherboard back to power and
oust 
Hacker. Slider's invention "the Syncolator" is the answer, but some of
the 
expensive parts are missing and they have limited funds. 
April 22, 02:00-02:30 a.m.
ADVENTURES FROM THE BOOK OF VIRTUES
"Moderation"
Zach is excited about the launch of a new kids cable channel and
watches too 
much TV. A story up at Platos Peak about the importance of moderation
helps. 
April 22, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
ADVENTURES FROM THE BOOK OF VIRTUES
"Humility"
Annie's snowboarding bravado gets the best of her when she dares a
group of 
fellow snowboarders to board down Deadfall Bluff.  Concerned, Zach
tries to 
talk her out of it.  It's a story about humility that does the trick. 
April 22, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
ADVENTURES FROM THE BOOK OF VIRTUES
"Gratitude"
When Annie receives a postcard from a friend who moved to New York
City, 
Annie becomes glum and wishes she lived in an exciting place. But a
funny, 
enlightening story helps Annie feel gratitude for her life in Spring
Valley. 



April 22, 03:30-04:00 a.m.
ADVENTURES FROM THE BOOK OF VIRTUES
"Compassion (Pt. 1)"
When Annie is elected president of the drama club, her desire to make a 
profit blinds her to the true meaning of Christmas.  Her growing
selfishness 
triggers a series of dreams where Annie is Scrooge in Victorian London! 
April 22, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Pigs, Pigs, Pigs!/The Three Little Pigs"
Pigs run amok in the story "Pigs Aplenty, Pigs Galore!" and then try to 
escape the wolf in a retelling of a classic folktale. 
April 22, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Balancing Act"
Shari Spotter is selected by Headmaster Stumblesnore to make a film
about 
Frogsnorts. Matt is the director. Inez the writer. Jackie the producer.
And 
Digit is the camerabird. The team collaborates well until they realize
they're 
spending too much too fast. The solution: create a budget. Their
efforts are 
complicated by The Hacker, who places Stumblesnore under a spell in an
effort 
to become the new headmaster of Frogsnorts. 
April 25, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
GED CONNECTION
"Problem Solving"
Presents five principles for math problem-solving. 
April 25, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Hay Day"
Can Lionel, Leona, and Gus help a girl named Fay turn hay into gold in
just 
one day? Key word: hay; target vowel: long a. 
April 25, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"A Battle of Equals"
Hacker pollutes cyberspace with dangerous cyberstatic. But is his plan
only 
to trash cyberspace - or does he have something even more devious up
his cloak? 
Math Topic: Balancing Equations NCTM Links: Algebra, Representation, 
Connections. 
April 26, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Carrot Seed/The Empty Pot"
A seed that's planted and watered usually sprouts if you're patient.
But what 
happens when the flower seed you plant for the Emperor doesn't grow? 
April 26, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE



"Be Reasonable"
Hacker and his henchman sabotage the Cybrary, trap Ms. Fileshare and
the 
CyberSquad inside, and steal the Cybrary's most precious books - with
all the 
info he needs to shut down Mother-B permanently! 
April 27, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Hay Day"
Can Lionel, Leona, and Gus help a girl named Fay turn hay into gold in
just 
one day? Key word: hay; target vowel: long a. 
April 27, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Hugs and Witches"
It's Valentine's Day, and Hacker captures Doctor Marbles and Lady Ada 
Lovelace (Jane Curtin), placing them inside a time machine invented by 
Lovelace. The kids and Digit must decipher a series of poems left to
free them 
from the time machine. 
April 28, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Carrot Seed/The Empty Pot"
A seed that's planted and watered usually sprouts if you're patient.
But what 
happens when the flower seed you plant for the Emperor doesn't grow? 
April 28, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"A Piece of the Action"
Hacker has found a supply of Magnetite, and will use it to fill up a
rocket 
capable of erasing all of Motherboard's memory disks. Can the kids stop
Hacker 
before he collects 100 percent of the Magnetite he needs to launch the
rocket? 
April 29, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Treats!"
An advertising Dream Team-creators of the Lions' favorite "Wheaty Meat 
Treats" spot-is hired to create a commercial for the library. But it
seems the 
team needs a little help.... Guest Stars: Vanessa Williams, Oliver
Platt, and 
Jon Stewart. Designated Reader: Melissa Etheridge. Key word: treat.
Target 
vowel: ea 
April 29, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Shari Spotter and the Cosmic Crumpets"
Digit and the kids must help Shari Spotter (of Frogsnorts School for 
Sorcerers) make the magical Cosmic Crumpets before Hacker becomes the
most 
powerful magician in Cyberspace! 
May 2, 05:00-05:30 a.m.



GED CONNECTION
"Decimals"
The meaning of decimals and how they are used. 
May 2, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Hopping Hen"
Everyone in the library goes crazy after Lionel puts up signs about new
rules. 
May 2, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Problem Solving In Shangri-La"
Hacker is holding the kids captive aboard the "Grim Wreaker." The kids
work 
together to defeat Hacker and gain freedom. 
May 3, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Wings/What's in the Box?"
Watch out! The cubs find out what warnings mean and why it's important
to pay 
attention to them. 
May 3, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Totally Rad"
The dastardly Hacker (Christopher Lloyd) takes over the Radopolis
cybersite, 
declaring himself King in "Totally Rad," the season premiere of
CYBERCHASE. 
In an effort to dethrone him, the kids challenge the Hacker's extreme
team to 
a winner-take-all skate-off. There's just one catch: high-scoring
tricks need 
as much area as possible and the field keeps mysteriously changing!
With 
Digit ( Gilbert Gottfried) as coach, the kids put on a dazzling display
of 
blading, boarding, and biking, but can they match their performance to
the 
changing arena?  The Big Idea: Different shapes bounded by the same
perimeter 
can enclose very different areas.  Math Topic: Perimeter/Area. 
May 4, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Lionel's Great Escape Trick"
Lionel ties himself up with ropes and tries to escape without magic
words. 
May 4, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"The Poddleville Case"
The diabolical Hacker wreaks havoc when he steals the power pods of 
Poddleville. 
May 5, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Hopping Hen"
Everyone in the library goes crazy after Lionel puts up signs about new



rules. 
May 5, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"R-Fair City"
Hacker lures Digit to a fantastic cyber amusement park; the kids try to
beat 
him at his own game. 
May 6, 02:00-02:30 a.m.
READING ROCKETS: LAUNCHING YOUNG READERS
"Empowering Parents"
Helps parents catch reading problems early on, find support and
identify good 
reading instruction. Visits children from Portland, Oregon;
Huntingtown, 
Maryland; and Ann Arbor, Michigan. Al Roker hosts. 
May 6, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
READING ROCKETS: LAUNCHING YOUNG READERS
"Becoming Bilingual (W.T.)"
Find out what it takes to teach six-year-olds fluent in Spanish,
Russian or 
Hmong how to read in English. Meet author Francisco Alarcon. Visits
families 
and teachers in Arlington, Va.; Chicago, Ill.; and El Paso, Texas. Rita
Moreno 
hosts. 
May 6, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"The Grapes of Plath"
A terrible cyberglitch afflicts the young prince of the Crab Kingdom,
and the 
CyberSquad must cure him and stop Hacker before all is lost. 
May 9, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
GED CONNECTION
"Fractions"
Learn the concept and many applications of fractions to make them more 
understandable and useful. 
May 9, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"To The Ship! to the Ship!"
Lionel and Walter Pigeon think all pirates were men, so they won't let
Leona 
and Clay Pigeon join their pirate game. 
May 9, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Mother's Day"
Special Holiday Episode!" It's Mother's Day in cyberspace - and Hacker
is 
determined to ruin it for everyone, especially Motherboard, by
derailing the 
train that picks up the rare and colorful Madre Bonitas. This beautiful
flower 
symbolizes Mother's Day, and it must be harvested on this one day only.
It's a 
race against time, as the kids and Digit try to repair the breaks in



the line 
and save Mother's Day. The Big Idea: Use a decimal point to join tenths
with 
whole numbers and you have a decimal system you can use to easily
record, 
compare and combine whole numbers with fractions. Math Topic: Decimals;
NCTM 
Links: Number and Operations. 
May 10, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"A Shower of Stars/Two Moons and One Lagoon"
The Lion family stays up late to watch a beautiful meteor shower and
then 
reads a story about a queen who wants to touch the moon. 
May 10, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"The Eye of Rom"
Hacker steals the powerful Eye of Rom from Binky the Cat's pyramid,
placing 
the Ancient Egypt cybersite in jeopardy. The kids and Digit set out to 
retrieve it. Guest star: Bebe Neuwirth 
May 11, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"To The Ship! to the Ship!"
Lionel and Walter Pigeon think all pirates were men, so they won't let
Leona 
and Clay Pigeon join their pirate game. 
May 11, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"The Creech Who Would Be Crowned"
The CyberSquad is summoned to Tikiville to stop Hacker from winning a
race 
that would allow him to take over the cybersite. 
May 12, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"A Shower of Stars/Two Moons and One Lagoon"
The Lion family stays up late to watch a beautiful meteor shower and
then 
reads a story about a queen who wants to touch the moon. 
May 12, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Eureeka!"
Pursued by Hacker, Digit tries to find Professor Archimedes. The kids
arrive 
to help. 
May 13, 02:00-02:30 a.m.
TEACHING THE READER
"The Emergent"
Outstanding K-3 teachers incl. Baltimore kindergarten teacher, Gerri
Bohanan, 
who turns "by the book" teaching into near-theatrics. Dr. Nancy
Grasmick talks 
about Maryland's decade of educational reform and other issues. 



May 13, 02:30-02:55 a.m.
TEACHING THE READER
"The Early Reader"
Profiles Karen Watkins, Carroll County first grade teacher, who
demonstrates 
benefits of careful lesson planning and frequent student assessment.
Dr. 
Grasmick describes the reading training requirements for Maryland
teachers and 
author Dick Allington provides thoughtful commentary. 
May 13, 03:00-03:30 a.m.
TEACHING THE READER
"The Transitional Reader"
Montgomery County Reading Initiative Teacher, Pamela Merritt, and her 
students research, organize, write and illustrate an original "big
book" on 
spiders. Topics: reading comprehension, modeling, "reading-writing"
connection, 
collaboration. 
May 13, 03:30-04:00 a.m.
TEACHING THE READER
"The Independent Reader"
Chris Holcomb's third grade "Performance Lab" in Frederick County
teaches 
children to use their reading skills to perform a science task.  Dr.
Nancy 
Grasmick, State Superintendent of Schools, explains the rationale for 
performance-based testing and its impact on the classroom teacher.
Noted 
author and educator Dick Allington speaks to many key issues; teachers
reflect 
on their own development as reading educators. 
May 13, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Ram in the Pepper Patch"
A rambunctious ram leaves his book, butts everyone and everything in
the 
library, and won't go back! 
May 13, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Trick Or Treat"
Hacker claims he doesn't want to be a bad guy anymore. He's even
brought a 
present -- a little robotic frog. Is this a trick or a treat? 
May 16, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
GED CONNECTION
"Ratio, Proportion and Percent"
Ratios are fractions which can be simplified. 
May 16, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Old Man"
Writer Babs Caplan visits the library to write the world's scariest
story. 
May 16, 04:30-05:00 p.m.



CYBERCHASE
"A Time to Cook"
Hacker plans to win a cooking contest by kidnapping his competition.
But the 
Cybersquad is on to him. Math Topic: Elapsed Time; NCTM Links:
Measurement. 
May 17, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Golden Meaty Awards"
Lionel is master of ceremonies of this first annual music awards show 
featuring favorite tunes from "Between the Lions" and very tasty
awards. 
May 17, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"The Guilty Party"
Hacker accuses someone of stealing; the kids and Digit investigate the
crime 
by interviewing eyewitnesses and recreating the crime scene. Math
topic: point 
of view. 
May 18, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Ram in the Pepper Patch"
A rambunctious ram leaves his book, butts everyone and everything in
the 
library, and won't go back! 
May 18, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Harriet Hippo and the Mean Green"
Hacker infects Motherboard with a new virus that causes her cyber-
citizens to 
act mean. Digit and the kids go in search of an antidote. The Big Idea: 
Fractions that look different can represent the same portion of a
whole.  Math 
Topic: Equivalent Fractions. 
May 19, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"A King and His Hawk"
Leona thinks a book Lionel reads to her is too sad, so she tries to
make sure 
nobody else can read it. 
May 19, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Sensible Flats"
Our Cyber-Team is transported to a Wild West site to prove that Hacker
has 
taken a larger piece of land than he is allowed. 
May 19, 05:00-05:30 p.m.
ARTHUR
"D.W., All Fired Up/I'd Rather Read It Myself"
D.W. is scared by preschool fire drill. Tibble Twins are better than
D.W. at 
just about everything. 



May 20, 02:00-03:00 a.m.
EDUCATION NEWS PARENTS CAN USE
"Early Childhood Development: What Parents Need To"
Even before a baby enters the world, parents eagerly await the
tremendous joy, 
pride and hope that child will bring them. Naturally, parents want to
give 
their children the love and emotional security and appropriate
nutrition and 
health care that help lay the building blocks for a healthy, successful
life. 
And, one of the most important things parents and caregivers can give
our 
youngest children is an environment rich in language. Research clearly 
demonstrates that a child's success in school and later life is tied to
his or 
her ability to read. The years from birth through age five are a time
of 
extraordinary growth and change. As early as six-weeks-old, babies like
the 
feeling of closeness when a parent, grandparent, or other caretaker
reads to 
them. Babies begin to learn about spoken language when they hear their
family 
members talking, laughing, and singing, and when they respond to all of
the 
sounds that fill their world. It is in these years that children
develop the 
basic knowledge, understandings, and interests they need to reach the
goal of 
being successful learners, readers, and writers. They begin to
understand 
written language when they hear adults read stories to them and see
adults 
reading newspapers, magazines, and books for themselves. However,
children do 
not automatically learn the skills they need to begin reading - they
need help 
and practice. Not having those opportunities can have devastating
effects on a 
child's success in school. Based on the understanding that literacy is
a 
learned skill, not a biological awakening, young children need learning 
environments rich in sounds and spoken language with lots of
opportunities to 
learn about books, letters, print, numbers and counting. Through
activities 
such as these children understand that learning is both enjoyable and 
important. They prepare them to be successful in school-and in life.
That is 
why, with the "Early Reading First," and "Reading First" initiatives,
the U.S. 
Department of Education is working to provide all children with an
equal 
chance for academic success. The April edition of Education News will
explore 
questions such as: What does the medical community tell us about the
latest 
research on brain development and its ties to early learning? What do 
effective preschool and early literacy programs look like? Early
literacy 



begins the day the child is born. What activities can parents do - in
and out 
of the home - to help lay the important foundation for reading? How can
early 
childhood programs meet the needs of all students despite drastic
preparation 
levels? In what ways does poverty affect a child's acquisition of pre-
reading 
skills? What resources are available for early childhood teachers,
parents, 
grandparents, and childcare providers on ways to prepare children to be 
successful in school? What types of professional development should
early 
childhood professionals to ensure students are prepared for elementary
school? 
May 20, 03:00-04:00 a.m.
EDUCATION NEWS PARENTS CAN USE
"Science Education: Preparing Students for the Glob"
For some time, business leaders have sounded the alarm that our schools
are 
failing to provide the kind of rigorous education in science needed to
produce 
graduates ready to meet the demand of the 21st century marketplace. Of
the 20 
fastest-growing occupations projected for this decade, 15 of them
require 
substantial science or math preparation. The phenomenon of American
business 
leaders looking to other countries for workers with high-level science
and 
math skills has moved from a developing trend to a common practice.
With the 
advent of the information age, virtually all jobs-not just those in
scientific 
fields-are demanding a deeper understanding of science than was
necessary in 
previous generations. The challenge of the 21st century will be to
ensure that 
all students develop an appreciation for and mastery of science
subjects. To 
help address this need and encourage the preparation of U.S. students
as 
science, technology and engineering professionals, the president is
calling 
for a renewed focus on improving science instruction. In addition, in
the year 
2007, statewide assessments of students in science will be required
under the 
No Child Left Behind Act. Further, data indicates that we will need
over 2 
million new teachers in this decade, including 240,000 specifically
prepared 
to teach math and science. With states reporting alarming shortages in
the 
number of math and science teachers meeting the "highly qualified"
provisions 
under No Child Left Behind, America faces a time of challenge, yet
opportunity, 
in its quest to remain the leader of the world economy in the next
generation 



and beyond. 
May 20, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Golden Meaty Awards"
Lionel is master of ceremonies of this first annual music awards show 
featuring favorite tunes from "Between the Lions" and very tasty
awards. 
May 20, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Return to Sensible Flats"
The town is out of water. The kids and Digit use line graphs to reveal
the 
true story of what happened. 
May 23, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
GED CONNECTION
"Measurement"
Coverimg the units of measurement that we use. 
May 23, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Roar That Makes Them Run"
Leona and Lionel try to get their dad to roar a mighty roar. 
May 23, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Starlight Night"
Hacker schemes to ruin the annual holiday when all the stars in
Cyberspace 
are refreshed. If the CyberSquad doesn't stop him, Hacker will turn out
the 
lights - forever! 
May 24, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Click, Clack, Moo/The Little Red Hen"
Farm animals have a lot to teach Lionel and Leona about the power of
writing 
and the value of helping. 
May 24, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Ecohaven Cse"
Someone has stolen the legendary cyberbeast Choocroca from cybersite
EcoHaven, 
and the only clue is the culprit's footprint. Using the principles of
"body 
math," the CyberSquad has to sleuth out who took Choocroca. 
May 25, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Roar That Makes Them Run"
Leona and Lionel try to get their dad to roar a mighty roar. 
May 25, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"True Colors"
Hacker becomes a good guy! Can this possibly be true? A new, reformed
Hacker 



runs for election against Motherboard, claiming to have done five good
deeds, 
and promising to turn over a new leaf. Can the kids find a counter
example 
that proves Hacker is lying -- or will he be elected the new ruler of 
cyberspace? Guest voice: Al Roker as "Sam Vander Rom." The Big Idea:
When 
people use words like always, never, all, or none to claim something is
true, 
be suspicious! Such claims are often false, and you need only a single
counter 
example to disprove them. Math Topic: Counter Examples NCTM Link:
Reasoning & 
Proof. 
May 26, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Click, Clack, Moo/The Little Red Hen"
Farm animals have a lot to teach Lionel and Leona about the power of
writing 
and the value of helping. 
May 26, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"And They Counted Happily Ever After"
Hacker kidnaps the King of this fractured fairytale world, and demands
a 
ransom of golden eggs. The Wicked Witch then casts a spell, taking away 
everyone's ability to count. 
May 27, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Sad Dad"
A sad dad gets advice from a wise woman and ends up with animals in his
house. 
May 30, 12:30-02:30 a.m.
EXXONMOBIL MASTERPIECE THEATRE'S AMERICAN COLLECTI
"The Ponder Heart"
Eudora Welty's comic tale of Daniel Ponder, the richest man in Clay
County, 
who loses his heart to backwoods flower Bonnie Dee Peacock. 
May 30, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
GED CONNECTION
"Formulas"
Formulas and what they mean. How architect and construction use
algebraic 
formulas. 
May 30, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Poetry Day"
Pigeons Walter and Clay learn all about poetry. 
May 30, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"A Whale of a Tale"
Hacker abducts Glowla and reprogramms her trick whale, Snout. Digit and
the 
kids must find Glowla and stop Snout before he totally destroys R-Fair



City. 
Guest: Al Roker 
May 31, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Sylvester and the Magic Pebble/I Miss You, Stinky"
It's hard to be away from your family, especially when you've been
turned 
into a rock or the cheetah taking you home doesn't want to leave the
jungle. 
May 31, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"A Perfect Fit"
The bad guys bring Gigabyte to a Mayan-style pyramid on cybersite
Jimaya. The 
CyberSquad must work their way past a obstacles and block the rays of
the sun 
before it can energize the metal monster and cause chaos! 
June 1, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"The Sad Dad"
A sad dad gets advice from a wise woman and ends up with animals in his
house. 
June 1, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Cool It"
Determined to destroy Motherboard in any way possible, Hacker cleverly
clogs 
up her cooling system. 
June 2, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Bobby The Hopping Robot"
Why is Bobby the Hopping Robot not hopping? 
June 2, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Shari Spotter and the Cosmic Crumpets"
Digit and the kids must help Shari Spotter (of Frogsnorts School for 
Sorcerers) make the magical Cosmic Crumpets before Hacker becomes the
most 
powerful magician in Cyberspace! 
June 3, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Sylvester and the Magic Pebble/I Miss You, Stinky"
It's hard to be away from your family, especially when you've been
turned 
into a rock or the cheetah taking you home doesn't want to leave the
jungle. 
June 3, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Of All The Luck"
Convinced that his failure to defeat Motherboard is simply a result of
bad 
luck, Hacker collects the Ten Lucky Charms of Cyberspace. 



June 6, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
GED CONNECTION
"Geometry"
Definitions, properties, measurements of objects, surfaces, lines and
angles. 
June 6, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"What Parakeets Need"
Theo and Cleo give the cubs a pet parakeet, but will Sweety Tweety
talk? Key 
word: parakeet; target vowel: double e. 
June 7, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"A Tasty Piece of Cheese/The Lion and the Mouse"
A taste for cheese leads a fox to trick a crow, and lands a mouse in
the paws 
of a hungry lion. 
June 8, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Trains and Brains and Rainy Plains"
Lionel and Leona ride a train into a book called "Bringing the Rain to
Kapiti 
Plain." 
June 8, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"The Snelfu Snafu (Pt. 1)"
The long-lost encryptor chip that can bring Motherboard back to full
power 
appears for sale! The CyberSquad has only a few days to save enough
money to 
outbid Hacker. They win but are unprepared for what happens... 
June 9, 02:30-03:00 a.m.
DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY - UPDATED EDITION
"Learning"
Principles of classical and operant conditioning; how research of Ivan
Pavlov, 
John Watson, Edward Thorndike and B.F. Skinner has influenced thinking
about 
nature of animal and human learning. 
June 9, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"A Tasty Piece of Cheese/The Lion and the Mouse"
A taste for cheese leads a fox to trick a crow, and lands a mouse in
the paws 
of a hungry lion. 
June 10, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"What Parakeets Need"
Theo and Cleo give the cubs a pet parakeet, but will Sweety Tweety
talk? Key 
word: parakeet; target vowel: double e. 
June 13, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
GED CONNECTION



"Data Analysis"
How to read and interpret data on charts, graphs and tables; how to
find 
averages, mean, median, and mode. 
June 13, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Quest, Quest, Quest!"
Faith Prince stars in an adventure about two knights and a nasty
villain, 
written by Babs Caplan. 
June 13, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Less Than Zero"
Hacker's henchmen Buzz and Delete hide the leaders of Cyberspace,
including 
Dr. Marbles, in the building, and it's up to the kids to rescue them.
Math 
Topic: Negative Numbers; NCTM Links: Number & Operations. 
June 14, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Earl's Too Cool/When I Was Five"
Making new friends and keeping old friends is too cool. 
June 14, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Be Reasonable"
Hacker and his henchman sabotage the Cybrary, trap Ms. Fileshare and
the 
CyberSquad inside, and steal the Cybrary's most precious books - with
all the 
info he needs to shut down Mother-B permanently! 
June 15, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Dreaming Shakespeare"
Can Anthony Asbury help a chicken looking for a book about plumbing
become a 
star in a Shakespeare play? 
June 15, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Clock Like An Egyptian"
The kids and Digit must find Dr. Marbles in the chambers of the pyramid
and 
escape before the Mummy seals them in. How much time do they have? 
June 16, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Quest, Quest, Quest!"
Faith Prince stars in an adventure about two knights and a nasty
villain, 
written by Babs Caplan. 
June 16, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Size Me Up"
Hacker plans to launch a new virus at Motherboard - one that will crash
her 



hard drive so he can take over cyberspace. Math Topic: Scale and Size;
NCTM 
Links: Geometry, Algebra. 
June 17, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Earl's Too Cool/When I Was Five"
Making new friends and keeping old friends is too cool. 
June 17, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"A Piece of the Action"
Hacker has found a supply of Magnetite, and will use it to fill up a
rocket 
capable of erasing all of Motherboard's memory disks. Can the kids stop
Hacker 
before he collects 100 percent of the Magnetite he needs to launch the
rocket? 
June 20, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
GED CONNECTION
"Statistics and Probability"
Where statistics come from, how to calculate likelihood of something 
happening. Types of samples: random, systematic, self-selected. Polls, 
surverys, margin of error. Figuring out the odds. 
June 20, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Teacher's Pet"
Cleo has the "I-can't-tell-if-someone's-sneaking-up-on-me" flu. 
June 20, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Totally Rad"
The dastardly Hacker (Christopher Lloyd) takes over the Radopolis
cybersite, 
declaring himself King in "Totally Rad," the season premiere of
CYBERCHASE. 
In an effort to dethrone him, the kids challenge the Hacker's extreme
team to 
a winner-take-all skate-off. There's just one catch: high-scoring
tricks need 
as much area as possible and the field keeps mysteriously changing!
With 
Digit ( Gilbert Gottfried) as coach, the kids put on a dazzling display
of 
blading, boarding, and biking, but can they match their performance to
the 
changing arena?  The Big Idea: Different shapes bounded by the same
perimeter 
can enclose very different areas.  Math Topic: Perimeter/Area. 
June 21, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Teacher's Pet"
Cleo has the "I-can't-tell-if-someone's-sneaking-up-on-me" flu. 
June 21, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"A Battle of Equals"
Hacker pollutes cyberspace with dangerous cyberstatic. But is his plan



only 
to trash cyberspace - or does he have something even more devious up
his cloak? 
Math Topic: Balancing Equations NCTM Links: Algebra, Representation, 
Connections. 
June 22, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"It's Red! It's Green!/Joseph Had A Little Overcoat"
In these folktales, a red hat is really green (or is it red?), and an
old 
overcoat is also a button. 
June 22, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"A Perfect Fit"
The bad guys bring Gigabyte to a Mayan-style pyramid on cybersite
Jimaya. The 
CyberSquad must work their way past a obstacles and block the rays of
the sun 
before it can energize the metal monster and cause chaos! 
June 23, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
JAY JAY THE JET PLANE
"Snuffy's First Day of School/Super Sonic Jay Jay"
Snuffy's anxious about his first day of school; Jay Jay uses Savannah's
top- 
secret jet fuel to go super-duper-fast. 
June 23, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Stop That Chicken!"
It's poultry in motion when Chicken Jane flies out of her book into the 
library. 
June 23, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Raising The Bar"
Hacker, disguised as an exterminator, releases a cyberbug that is 
systematically destroying certain information. Topic: bar graphs.
Guest: 
Jasmine Guy 
June 24, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"It's Red! It's Green!/Joseph Had A Little Overcoat"
In these folktales, a red hat is really green (or is it red?), and an
old 
overcoat is also a button. 
June 24, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Totally Rad"
The dastardly Hacker (Christopher Lloyd) takes over the Radopolis
cybersite, 
declaring himself King in "Totally Rad," the season premiere of
CYBERCHASE. 
In an effort to dethrone him, the kids challenge the Hacker's extreme
team to 
a winner-take-all skate-off. There's just one catch: high-scoring
tricks need 



as much area as possible and the field keeps mysteriously changing!
With 
Digit ( Gilbert Gottfried) as coach, the kids put on a dazzling display
of 
blading, boarding, and biking, but can they match their performance to
the 
changing arena?  The Big Idea: Different shapes bounded by the same
perimeter 
can enclose very different areas.  Math Topic: Perimeter/Area. 
June 27, 05:00-05:30 a.m.
GED CONNECTION
"Introduction to Algebra"
How to simplify equations, solve for variables, work with positive and 
negative numbers. Important terms: equation, balance, unknowns,
variables, 
inverse operations, isolating the variable, commutative properties, 
distributive properties. 
June 27, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Tweet! Tweet!"
Walter and Clay Pigeon meet face-to-face with Tyrannosaurus Rex! 
June 27, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"The Eye of Rom"
Hacker steals the powerful Eye of Rom from Binky the Cat's pyramid,
placing 
the Ancient Egypt cybersite in jeopardy. The kids and Digit set out to 
retrieve it. Guest star: Bebe Neuwirth 
June 28, 01:00-02:00 a.m.
CHILDREN'S AUTHOR DOCUMENTARY
"Beatrix Potter: Artist, Storyteller, and Country W"
Life of the remarkable author/illustrator of "The Tale of Peter
Rabbit," 
based on biography by Judy Taylor. Lynn Redgrave narrates. 
June 28, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Stop That Chicken!"
It's poultry in motion when Chicken Jane flies out of her book into the 
library. 
June 28, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"Mother's Day"
Special Holiday Episode!" It's Mother's Day in cyberspace - and Hacker
is 
determined to ruin it for everyone, especially Motherboard, by
derailing the 
train that picks up the rare and colorful Madre Bonitas. This beautiful
flower 
symbolizes Mother's Day, and it must be harvested on this one day only.
It's a 
race against time, as the kids and Digit try to repair the breaks in
the line 
and save Mother's Day. The Big Idea: Use a decimal point to join tenths
with 
whole numbers and you have a decimal system you can use to easily



record, 
compare and combine whole numbers with fractions. Math Topic: Decimals;
NCTM 
Links: Number and Operations. 
June 29, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Lionel's Antlers"
Just like the girl in the book "Imogene's Antlers," Lionel wakes up
with 
antlers on his head. 
June 29, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"The Wedding Scammer"
The kids must think their way through an intricate series of puzzles to
free 
the the long-lost daughter of a powerful king. Topic: making hard
problems 
easier. Guest: Al Roker 
June 30, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
BETWEEN THE LIONS
"Tweet! Tweet!"
Walter and Clay Pigeon meet face-to-face with Tyrannosaurus Rex! 
June 30, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
CYBERCHASE
"The Secrets of Symmetria"
Dr. Marbles creates a harmonious cyberplace where everything is made 
symmetrical by a symmetrizer. Hacker steals the machine. 

(D)   Diversity/Minorities
April 1, 04:30-05:00 p.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Chrissy's Big Move"
Maya's friend Chrissy discovers that her father has been transferred
and is 
moving the whole family to Hong Kong. Maya enlists Miguel and the gang
to 
"introduce" Chrissy to Hong Kong. 
April 2, 09:30-10:00 a.m.
CUCINA TOSCANA
"Holy Wine"
In Tuscany Johnny and Damian share memories of vineyards. They share a 
traditional chicken recipe with a Vin Santo sauce and Biscotti or
Cantucci, a 
popular twice-baked biscuit. 
April 2, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
TOMMY TANG'S LET'S GET COOKING
"Phuket"
Tommy celebrates the traditional Thai holiday of Loy Krathong, visits
the 
Coconut and Pamelo Plantation and shops at the Temple Market. Tommy 
demonstrates the best of barbeque cooking and revisits the chefs of
"Let's Get 
Cooking" for the season finale. 



April 3, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Comic Opera/Panda-Monium"
Sagwa has to deliver a libretto to Sing Bad; Dongwa enjoys all the
attention 
after a minor injury. 
April 3, 03:30-04:00 p.m.
SIMPLY MING
"Master Dashi Broth"
Ming makes his Master Dashi Broth and uses it in Rock Shrimp with Miso 
Risotto and Spinach; Miso Soup with Tofu and Nori; Beef and Onion
Sukiyaki. 
Chef Ting Yen of Oiishi Sushi in Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts; Latin
chef 
Aaron Sanchez. 
April 4, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Career Day"
It's Career Day in Maya and Miguel's class. While Miguel lucks into
spending 
the day with an astronaut, Maya ends up with Mort, an insurance
salesman who 
has lost his belief in himself. 
April 5, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"I've Got to Be Mi-Guel"
Tito really admires his big cousin Miguel and imitates everything
Miguel says, 
does, and wears. Will Tito discover some of his own talents? 
April 6, 04:30-05:00 a.m.
WESTERN TRADITION
"The Second World War"
World War II, and Hitler's attempt to exterminate the Jews. 
April 6, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Soccer Mom"
When Maya and Miguel's soccer coach leaves to become a professional
player, 
the gang is left without a coach. Maya notices that her mom is a fairly
adept 
player, and Rosa is talked into the idea. 
April 7, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Surprise, Surprise"
Maya decides to cheer up Chrissy with a surprise birthday party -- and
tries 
to get pop star Enrique to come. 
April 8, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"An Okri-Dokey Day"
When Maya realizes that their neighbors Greg and Isoka Okri don't have
any 
children of their own, she engineers things so she and Miguel spend the
better 



part of a weekend with them. 
April 9, 09:30-10:00 a.m.
CUCINA TOSCANA
"Beans and Sausage"
Johnny and Damian prepare a hearty Bean and Polenta soup and a great
main 
dish called Fagioli con Sulsicce or simply Beans and Sausage. 
April 9, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
TOMMY TANG'S LET'S GET COOKING
"Beijing"
The series opens in the Surin Province of Thailand with the annual
elephant 
round up in the background. Tommy introduces a preview of the new
series 
telling viewers about exotic locations, The People's Republic of China
and The 
Kingdom of Thailand. Tommy then explores the mysterious Forbidden City.
After 
the tour, Tommy with Chef Zhu Jiang, at the Fung Yu Restaurant, shows
how to 
prepare Peking Duck. 
April 10, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Panda-Monium/Festival of Lanterns"
The kittens want to be big heroes; the Foolish Magistrate enters the
lantern- 
making contest. 
April 10, 03:30-04:00 p.m.
SIMPLY MING
"Master Vegetarian Broth"
Three Onion Soup; Shiitake Spinach Risotto; Legumes Aux Vin. Guest chef 
Jacques Pepin prepares Red Snapper a la Nage -- red snapper with white
wine, 
julienned leeks, mushrooms, and the Master Vegetarian broth. 
April 11, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"The Wrestler Next Door"
A new neighbor moves into the apartment building: Sr. Lopez, who is
opening a 
new bakery in town.  Tito is certain that Sr. Lopez is actually "El
Guamazo 
Lopez," a famous Mexican masked wrestler! 
April 12, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Politics Unusual"
Popular Maggie runs for Class President against an unassuming kid named
Simon. 
April 13, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"La Calavera"
When Maya wants to add some oomph to her presentation about Mexico for
school, 
she consults her Abuela Elena, who allows her to borrow a prized
possession: a 



calavera, or skull made of sugar, that is used in the yearly Day of the
Dead 
celebration. 
April 14, 02:29-02:49 a.m.
SONG AND MUSIC
"Duke Ellington"
This is the story of Duke Ellington's rise from his early years
learning the 
piano through forming his own band and becoming one of the few African 
Americans ever to perform at Carnegie Hall. 
April 14, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Teacher's Pet"
When Paco stops speaking, the vet tells Maya and Santiago that the poor 
parrot is simply lonely staying at home all day. Maya solves the
problem by 
taking Paco to school with her. 
April 15, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"La Nueva Cocinita"
Maya, Miguel and Abuela Elena happen upon an old menu from her defunct 
restaurant "La Cocinita." Maya quickly decides the neighborhood needs a
New 
Cocinita to bring happiness and harmony to everyone with the magic of
the old 
recipes. 
April 16, 09:30-10:00 a.m.
CUCINA TOSCANA
"Tuscan Spring"
Johnny and Damian show how to make spring lamb stew and homemade creme-
filled 
doughnuts for a family brunch or supper. 
April 16, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
TOMMY TANG'S LET'S GET COOKING
"Beijing"
In Beijing, tours Hutong, Madame Sun Yet Sen's home, Cung Mansion
gardens, 
and Chinese opera house. Tang and Chef Jin-R cook a feast at her
restaurant, 
the Green T. House. 
April 17, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Snagged by a Thread/Master of Mistakes"
Sagwa and Gunji accidentally tear a special pillow; Sheegwa is
unsatisfied 
with her calligraphy skills. 
April 17, 03:30-04:00 p.m.
SIMPLY MING
"Kaffir Lime Shallot Sambal"
Ming uses his Kaffir Lime Shallot Sambal seasoned with peri peri hot
sauce to 
create Marinated Grilled Pork Porterhouse with Fragrant Rice; Sizzling
Whole 
Marinated Farmed Bass; and Rock Lobster Smothered in Kaffir Lime-



Shallot 
Butter with Toasted Coconut Rice and Tomato Salad. South African guest
Colin 
Cowie prepares Flash-Seared Shrimp with Kaffir Lime-Shallot. 
April 18, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Prince Tito"
To help Tito overcome his stage fright, Maya convinces him to audition
for a 
community theater performance called "Prince Tito." But the director
casts 
Tito in the lead and Maya in a bit part. 
April 19, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"The Bully and the Bunny"
A hulking new kid named Jimmy McCorkle moves in across the street and -
so it 
seems - begins to bully everyone around. Maya thinks maybe Jimmy's not
so bad. 
April 20, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Family Time"
Noticing that everyone in her family is overworked, overtired, and 
overstressed, Maya concludes that they all have been missing time spent
alone 
as a family. Maya and Miguel plan a camping trip. 
April 21, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Rhymes with "Gato""
When Chrissy's kitten runs away, Maya and her friends put up signs and
spread 
the word about the lost "gato." 
April 22, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"An Okri-Dokey Day"
When Maya realizes that their neighbors Greg and Isoka Okri don't have
any 
children of their own, she engineers things so she and Miguel spend the
better 
part of a weekend with them. 
April 23, 09:30-10:00 a.m.
CUCINA TOSCANA
"Tuscan Side Dishes"
Unique Tuscan flavors are featured in three great side dishes: Stuffed
Red 
Onions, Artichoke with Nepitella and Fried Zucchini Flowers. 
April 23, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
TOMMY TANG'S LET'S GET COOKING
"Beijing"
Tours Temple of Heaven, Royal Summer Palace, Great Wall. With Chef Wong
from 
the Tan Jia restaurant, Tommy prepares shark-fin soup. 
April 24, 05:30-06:00 a.m.



SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Collar of Time/The Birds, The Bees and the Silkwor"
Sagwa is embarrassed to wear her new collar; Tai-Tai banishes "ugly and 
useless" creatures. 
April 25, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Chrissy's Big Move"
Maya's friend Chrissy discovers that her father has been transferred
and is 
moving the whole family to Hong Kong. Maya enlists Miguel and the gang
to 
"introduce" Chrissy to Hong Kong. 
April 26, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Career Day"
It's Career Day in Maya and Miguel's class. While Miguel lucks into
spending 
the day with an astronaut, Maya ends up with Mort, an insurance
salesman who 
has lost his belief in himself. 
April 27, 01:00-02:00 a.m.
INDEPENDENT LENS
"Nat Turner: A Troublesome Property"
Profiles leader of famous 1831 slave rebellion. 
April 27, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Soccer Mom"
When Maya and Miguel's soccer coach leaves to become a professional
player, 
the gang is left without a coach. Maya notices that her mom is a fairly
adept 
player, and Rosa is talked into the idea. 
April 28, 01:00-02:00 a.m.
INDEPENDENT LENS
"A Place of Our Own"
Affluent Afr.-Am. resort communities such as Oak Bluffs on Martha's
Vineyard. 
April 28, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"The Adventures of Rabbit-Bird Man"
Miguel is writing a comic book loosely based on Aztec mythology
entitled "The 
Adventures of Rabbit-Bird Man." When Miguel gets sick, he asks Maya to
help 
him finish in time to enter a contest. 
April 29, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"When Maya Met Andy"
Maya, eager to make Andy feel comfortable in their group, tries to
steer the 
boys away from playing sports because Andy's missing an arm and she
assumes he 
won't be able to participate. 



April 30, 09:30-10:00 a.m.
CUCINA TOSCANA
"Born-Again Bread"
Johnny and Damian make Ribollita, a "reboiled" vegetable soup and Pappa
al 
Pomodoro, a wonderful twist on tomato soup. They also prepare a
traditional 
Tuscan bread salad. 
April 30, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
TOMMY TANG'S LET'S GET COOKING
"Beijing"
Visits Beihi Park; Fang Shan Restaurant; Tiananmen Square. Tommy
prepares 
Imperial Cuisine, adding his own style. 
May 1, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Precious Gift/Lord of the Fleas"
Sheegwa finds Tai-Tai's special necklace and the Sleeve Dogs are
friends for 
the day. 
May 2, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Family Time"
Noticing that everyone in her family is overworked, overtired, and 
overstressed, Maya concludes that they all have been missing time spent
alone 
as a family. Maya and Miguel plan a camping trip. 
May 2, 03:38-04:28 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"Trying to Connect You"
Father Clifford arrives in Ballykissangel and arouses much interest, 
especially since he left his old parish rather unexpectedly. 
May 2, 11:00-11:30 p.m.
SCULPTURE OF LOVE AND ANGUISH: THE MIAMI BEACH HOL
Symbolic ways nature and architecture communicate despair and hope,
death and 
rebirth. Chaim Topol narrates. Intro.: Elie Wiesel. 
May 3, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"My Fair Kitty/The Favorite"
Mung pretends to be a palace and Sagwa forgets to do her duties. 
May 3, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"A Little Culture"
When Maya forgets to buy tickets for the summer blockbuster movie all
her 
friends are eagerly awaiting, she desperately suggests that they go
instead to 
the Natural History Museum. 
May 3, 03:38-04:28 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"The Things We Do for Love"
A young woman visits Father Clifford. 



May 3, 09:00-10:00 p.m.
FRONTLINE
"Memory of the Camps"
When allied troops invaded Germany and liberated Nazi death camps at
the end 
of World War II, they found unspeakable horrors that still haunt the
world's 
conscience. In 1945, British and American film crews accompanying the
troops 
liberating the camps captured these atrocities first hand. The
resulting film, 
directed in part by Alfred Hitchcock but never finished, was discovered
by 
FRONTLINE in 1984 in the archives of the Imperial War Museum. Sixty
years 
after the war ended, FRONTLINE now broadcasts this powerful memorial in
its 
entirety. 
May 3, 10:00-11:00 p.m.
DESPERATE HOURS
Turkish Muslims, Jews and Christians who worked together to save lives
during 
Holocaust; attempt to trade Jews for trucks. 
May 3, 11:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m.
UNDYING LOVE
Poignant love stories of Holocaust survivors brought together by
tragedy. 
May 4, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Luck Be A Bat/Tea for Two"
Fu-Fu wants to live in luxury. The Foolish Magistrate demands more tea. 
May 4, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"The Bet"
Maya challenges Miguel to quit playing video games, and he challenges
her to 
refrain from meddling in other people's business. 
May 4, 10:50-11:50 p.m.
MARION'S TRIUMPH: SURVIVING HISTORY'S NIGHTMARE
One Holocaust survivor's harrowing story of near-escapes, dashed hopes
and 
tragedy at hands of Nazis. Based on memoir, "Four Perfect Pebbles." 
May 5, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Sagwa The Stray/...And Action"
Sagwa gets mistaken for a stray and Dongwa forgets to just be himself. 
May 5, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Team Santos"
Maya accidentally sets off an air horn during an important soccer play, 
ruining Miguel's kick and losing the game for him. Feeling terrible,
she 
embarks upon a plan to cheer him up. 



May 5, 03:38-04:28 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"Live In My Heart and Pay No Rent"
Father Clifford tries to encourage reluctant groom Ambrose to marry his
bride, 
Niamh, and Quigley is on the mountain waiting for his lost love. 
May 5, 10:00-11:30 p.m.
SUGIHARA: CONSPIRACY OF KINDNESS
How Japanese diplomat to Lithuania rescued Jews fleeing from Nazis. 
May 5, 11:30 p.m.-12:00 a.m.
FATE DID NOT LET ME GO
Inspirational story of farewell letter to son sent by mother en route
to 
concentration camp in 1942. 
May 6, 01:00-02:00 a.m.
VALLEY OF TEARS
Examines race, class and corruption in Texas town, beg. w/1979 strike
by Mex- 
Am. migrant farmworkers. 
May 6, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Ba-Do and the Lantern Festival/Fu-Fu's Full Moon F"
Ba-Do and Sagwa get soiled and bully bats bother Fu-Fu. 
May 6, 03:31-04:21 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"Fallen Angel"
Father Clifford meets his match over chess and disputation, in a
cantankerous 
old atheist.  Assumpta helps Fr. Clifford pass his driving test and
Egan tries 
to close Angel FM. 
May 7, 01:00-02:00 a.m.
MOST UNLIKELY HERO
Capt. Bruce Yamashita's battle against racism and discrimination in the
U.S. 
Marine Corps' Officer Candidate School. 
May 7, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
TOMMY TANG'S LET'S GET COOKING
"Suzhou"
Tommy visits the City Gate, Grand Canal, and Tiger Hill. At the Wang Si 
Restaurant, their chef demonstrates how to prepare their famous "Beggar 
Chicken." 
May 8, 04:30-05:30 a.m.
INDEPENDENT LENS
"Los Trabajadores/The Workers"
Effect of immigrant labor on booming city of Austin, TX in 1999. 
May 8, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Wedding Day Mess/A Catfish Tale"
Tai Tai and Foolish plan wedding and Sagwa catches Yeh-Yeh. 



May 8, 03:30-04:00 p.m.
SIMPLY MING
"Ginger Vanilla Custard Base"
Ming uses his Ginger Vanilla Custard Base for three decadent desserts:
Ginger 
Vanilla Creme Brulee, Coffee Cake Bread Pudding, and Stone Fruit
Clafoutis. 
Ming visits Wright's Dairy in Rhode Island. Guest: pastry chef Joanne
Chang. 
May 9, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Rhymes with "Gato""
When Chrissy's kitten runs away, Maya and her friends put up signs and
spread 
the word about the lost "gato." 
May 9, 03:38-04:28 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"The Power and the Glory"
Quigley runs for office, but a reporter has some dirt on him. 
May 10, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Up, Up and Away/Spreading Rumors"
Sir Richard is back with his hot-air balloon, and Dongwa ignores Sagwa. 
May 10, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Politics Unusual"
Popular Maggie runs for Class President against an unassuming kid named
Simon. 
May 10, 03:38-04:28 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"Missing You Already"
Father Clifford is not wanted at St. Joseph's. 
May 11, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"The Jade Rabbit/Dongwa's Best Friend"
Fu-Fu and Sagwa sit out an evening rain shower in the shelter and
there's a 
new cat in town. 
May 11, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Tito's Mexican Vacation"
Tito is homesick for his family in Mexico. Maya, eager to help her
cousin 
feel better, decides that if they can't take Tito back to Mexico,
they'll 
bring Mexico to Tito! 
May 12, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"The Zodiac Zoo/The Four Dragons"
Sheegwa, Dongwa and Sagwa each want so desperately to be the best at 
everything. 
May 12, 07:00-07:30 a.m.



MAYA & MIGUEL
"Prince Tito"
To help Tito overcome his stage fright, Maya convinces him to audition
for a 
community theater performance called "Prince Tito." But the director
casts 
Tito in the lead and Maya in a bit part. 
May 12, 03:39-04:29 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"For One Night Only"
Assumpta is cast as the heroine in the play. 
May 13, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Lost and Found/Three Graces"
Sagwa and Fu-Fu are bored and Fu-Fu loses the medallion. 
May 13, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"The Bully and the Bunny"
A hulking new kid named Jimmy McCorkle moves in across the street and -
so it 
seems - begins to bully everyone around. Maya thinks maybe Jimmy's not
so bad. 
May 13, 03:38-04:28 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"River Dance"
Gold fever strikes. 
May 14, 09:30-10:00 a.m.
CUCINA TOSCANA
"From Lucca with Love"
Tuscan-style rabbit with herb sauce and fresh vegetables with Tacconi
pasta; 
elegant vanilla gelato with crisp pieces of biscotti. Differences
between 
Italian and American ice creams. 
May 14, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
TOMMY TANG'S LET'S GET COOKING
"Suzhou"
Tommy enjoys a garden performance of classical Chinese music and the
famous 
Tea Market. At the Deyuelou Restaurant he prepares Sesame Spring Rolls
and 
Crispy Mandarin Fish. 
May 15, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"All Grown Up/The Cat and the Wind"
Baba tries to prove how young he is while Sheegwa tries to prove how
mature 
she is. 
May 15, 03:30-04:00 p.m.
SIMPLY MING
"Sesame Tofu Caesar Dressing"
Ming's Sesame Tofu Caesar Dressing makes the perfect dressing for Asian 
Chicken Salad with Baby Hearts of Romaine, dipping sauce for Crusted



Cod and 
Zucchini with Chips, and sauce for fettuccine. Ming's parents, Stephen
and 
Iris, Tsai visit. 
May 16, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"La Nueva Cocinita"
Maya, Miguel and Abuela Elena happen upon an old menu from her defunct 
restaurant "La Cocinita." Maya quickly decides the neighborhood needs a
New 
Cocinita to bring happiness and harmony to everyone with the magic of
the old 
recipes. 
May 16, 03:38-04:28 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"In The Can"
Assumpta goes on a date w/Enda. 
May 17, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Too Close for Comfort/Sister Act"
The Foolish Magistrate's cousin takes refuge and Sagwa and Sheegwa just 
cannot seem to get along! 
May 17, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"The Letter"
Maya finds an abandoned letter on Miguel's desk, written to a pretty
girl in 
their class named Esperanza. "Helpful" Maya (with Maggie and Chrissy)
tells 
Esperanza how wonderful Miguel is. But the real author is Andy! 
May 17, 03:38-04:28 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"The Facts of Life"
Garda McMullan comes to town. 
May 18, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Sick Day/The Name Game"
Dongwa and Sagwa are excited to have a day off. 
May 18, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Teacher's Pet"
When Paco stops speaking, the vet tells Maya and Santiago that the poor 
parrot is simply lonely staying at home all day. Maya solves the
problem by 
taking Paco to school with her. 
May 19, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Shei-Hu's Secret/Homesick Jun"
Sagwa convinces Shei Hu to take her to his secret domain. 
May 19, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"La Calavera"



When Maya wants to add some oomph to her presentation about Mexico for
school, 
she consults her Abuela Elena, who allows her to borrow a prized
possession: a 
calavera, or skull made of sugar, that is used in the yearly Day of the
Dead 
celebration. 
May 19, 03:38-04:28 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"Someone to Watch Over Me"
Kathleen's cousin takes a job with Quigley. 
May 20, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"The Return of the Rat/Great Balls of Fire"
Nai Nai has hidden wooden figures; Sagwa and Dongwa join their Uncle
Miao. 
May 20, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Team Santos"
Maya accidentally sets off an air horn during an important soccer play, 
ruining Miguel's kick and losing the game for him. Feeling terrible,
she 
embarks upon a plan to cheer him up. 
May 20, 03:39-04:29 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"Only Skin Deep"
Quigley announces a beauty contest. 
May 21, 09:30-10:00 a.m.
CUCINA TOSCANA
"Florentine Fantasy"
Johnny and Damian prepare a Tuscan specialty, Bistecca alla Fiorentina,
a 
three-pound steak marinated in olive oil and garlic and cooked in the
pizza 
oven. Finish off dinner with Frittelle di Mele (Apple Fitters.) 
May 21, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
TOMMY TANG'S LET'S GET COOKING
"Suzhou"
Tommy explores the beautiful gardens of the Humble Administrator and
the Silk 
Museum. At the Castle Hotel restaurant, he prepares authentic Suzhou
Thousand- 
Year-Old Noodle Soup with their chefs. 
May 22, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Catsitter/on the Run"
The kittens are in the care of an eccentric catsitter and Sagwa is
bored. 
May 22, 03:30-04:00 p.m.
SIMPLY MING
"Three-Chile Dipping Sauce"
Ming uses his Three-Chile Dipping Sauce with Lumpias (Filipino egg
rolls), 



Vegetarian Tempura, and Grilled Satays of Marinated Shrimp and
Pineapple. Chef 
Ken Oringer makes Steamed Black Bass with Hot Garlic Oil, Three-Chile
Dipping 
Sauce and Candied Orange. 
May 23, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"The Cheery Chipper Cupid Sisters"
Maya and her friends are in love with a new girls action cartoon. They
join 
the fan club, wear the t-shirts, chant the chants and begin to drive
their 
friends and families up a wall. 
May 23, 03:35-04:25 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"Money, Money, Money"
Kathleen's house goes up in flames. 
May 24, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Cha-Siu Bow Wow/Mutt That Would Be King"
The kittens meet their adopted cousin and Sagwa isn't too friendly! 
May 24, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"The Bet"
Maya challenges Miguel to quit playing video games, and he challenges
her to 
refrain from meddling in other people's business. 
May 24, 03:38-04:28 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"Chinese Whispers"
Eamonn has something to hide. 
May 25, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"How Sagwa Got Her Colors"
Sagwa spills ink on herself and the Foolish Magistrate's rule scroll. 
May 25, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"A Little Culture"
When Maya forgets to buy tickets for the summer blockbuster movie all
her 
friends are eagerly awaiting, she desperately suggests that they go
instead to 
the Natural History Museum. 
May 26, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"The New Year's Clean Up"
Tradition dictates that the house has to be completely clean before the
start 
of the new year and Tai-Tai has found rats in the house! Dongwa is
tired of 
being treated like a kitten. 
May 26, 07:00-07:30 a.m.



MAYA & MIGUEL
"Family Time"
Noticing that everyone in her family is overworked, overtired, and 
overstressed, Maya concludes that they all have been missing time spent
alone 
as a family. Maya and Miguel plan a camping trip. 
May 26, 03:37-04:27 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"As Happy As A Turkey On Boxing Day (1997 Christmas"
Christmas doesn't go as planned. Assumpta closes pub; Father Clifford
looks 
after Father Mac's nephew; Kevin O'Kelly disappears. 
May 27, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Royal Cats/Acrobat Cats"
Dongwa has no interest in history; Sagwa would rather be an acrobat
than a 
calligrapher. 
May 27, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Surprise, Surprise"
Maya decides to cheer up Chrissy with a surprise birthday party -- and
tries 
to get pop star Enrique to come. 
May 27, 03:38-04:28 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"When A Child Is Born"
Niamh's impending labor is too much for Ambrose, while Ambrose's mother
is 
too much for Niamh. 
May 28, 09:30-10:00 a.m.
CUCINA TOSCANA
"Warming Winter Dinner"
Johnny and Damian prepare an exotic Wild Boar roast served with
polenta. Next, 
they cook cannellini beans in a flask in the coals of a fire. 
May 28, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
TOMMY TANG'S LET'S GET COOKING
"Shanghai"
Tommy visits Old Town Shanghai, Old Restaurant Row, New Restaurant Row
and 
the building where the Chinese Communist party was formed. Tommy meets
Chef 
Dong, Chairman Mao's personal chef, and they cook The Chairman's
favorite dish. 
May 29, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Tung, The Singing Cricket/Sagwa's Lucky Bat"
Tai-Tai gets rid of Tung the cricket by feigning his death; Sagwa and
Fu-Fu 
the bat meet for the first time. 
May 30, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL



"An Okri-Dokey Day"
When Maya realizes that their neighbors Greg and Isoka Okri don't have
any 
children of their own, she engineers things so she and Miguel spend the
better 
part of a weekend with them. 
May 30, 03:36-04:26 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"Changing Time"
Development plans cause uproar. 
May 31, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Cat Burglar/Sagwa's Good Deed"
A burglar is on the prowl in the village; Sagwa wants to help Feng, an
alley 
cat. 
May 31, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Chrissy's Big Move"
Maya's friend Chrissy discovers that her father has been transferred
and is 
moving the whole family to Hong Kong. Maya enlists Miguel and the gang
to 
"introduce" Chrissy to Hong Kong. 
May 31, 03:40-04:30 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"Stardust In Your Eyes"
Quigley, Padraig butter up visiting tycoons. 
June 1, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Career Day"
It's Career Day in Maya and Miguel's class. While Miguel lucks into
spending 
the day with an astronaut, Maya ends up with Mort, an insurance
salesman who 
has lost his belief in himself. 
June 1, 10:30 p.m.-12:00 a.m.
ELLA FITZGERALD: SOMETHING TO LIVE FOR, AN "AMERIC
"Ella Fitzgerald: Something to Live for, An "Americ"
A portrait of the "First Lady of Song," who elevated swing, be-bop,
ballads 
and the blues to their highest level. Tony Bennett narrates. 
June 2, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"I've Got to Be Mi-Guel"
Tito really admires his big cousin Miguel and imitates everything
Miguel says, 
does, and wears. Will Tito discover some of his own talents? 
June 2, 03:38-04:28 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"The Fortune In Men's Eyes"
Curate Peter is away; Quigley takes unusual interest in Ambrose's
mother. 



Donal is shocked by news about Sue Ellen. 
June 3, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Soccer Mom"
When Maya and Miguel's soccer coach leaves to become a professional
player, 
the gang is left without a coach. Maya notices that her mom is a fairly
adept 
player, and Rosa is talked into the idea. 
June 3, 03:38-04:28 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"I Know When I'm Not Wanted"
Peter returns from retreat to find himself homeless. 
June 5, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Luck Be A Bat/Tea for Two"
Fu-Fu wants to live in luxury. The Foolish Magistrate demands more tea. 
June 5, 10:00-11:20 p.m.
IRISH TENORS ELLIS ISLAND
Ronan Tynan, Anthony Kearns, Finbar Wright perform songs of longing and 
remembrance incl. "Isle of Hope, Isle of Tears," "God Bless Am.,"
"Nearer My 
God to Thee." 
June 6, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"The Adventures of Rabbit-Bird Man"
Miguel is writing a comic book loosely based on Aztec mythology
entitled "The 
Adventures of Rabbit-Bird Man." When Miguel gets sick, he asks Maya to
help 
him finish in time to enter a contest. 
June 7, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Maya and Miguel, Come On Down!"
Maya and Miguel decide to audition for their favorite TV game show. 
June 8, 01:00-01:55 a.m.
MADE IN CUBA: CHILDREN OF PARADISE
Documents the new men and women of the Cuban Revolution who were born
and 
raised to enjoy the dream of a better society and their subsequent 
disillusionment with Fidel Castro's promises. 
June 8, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"The Wrestler Next Door"
A new neighbor moves into the apartment building: Sr. Lopez, who is
opening a 
new bakery in town.  Tito is certain that Sr. Lopez is actually "El
Guamazo 
Lopez," a famous Mexican masked wrestler! 
June 9, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"The Letter"



Maya finds an abandoned letter on Miguel's desk, written to a pretty
girl in 
their class named Esperanza. "Helpful" Maya (with Maggie and Chrissy)
tells 
Esperanza how wonderful Miguel is. But the real author is Andy! 
June 10, 01:00-02:00 a.m.
RETURN TO THE VALLEY
After WWII nearly 120,000 interned Japanese Am. returned to Calif. and
more 
hardship. 
June 10, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Teacher's Pet"
When Paco stops speaking, the vet tells Maya and Santiago that the poor 
parrot is simply lonely staying at home all day. Maya solves the
problem by 
taking Paco to school with her. 
June 12, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Sagwa The Stray/...And Action"
Sagwa gets mistaken for a stray and Dongwa forgets to just be himself. 
June 12, 06:00-06:30 a.m.
CAILLOU
"Celebrations"
It's time to celebrate, with different kinds of celebrations from all
around 
the world. 
June 12, 05:30-06:30 p.m.
ANOTHER MITZVAH
American Jewish heritage, challenges, achievements; personal stories of
Alan 
King, Marilyn Michaels, Erica Jong, Bill Mazer, Geoffrey Moss, others. 
June 13, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"La Calavera"
When Maya wants to add some oomph to her presentation about Mexico for
school, 
she consults her Abuela Elena, who allows her to borrow a prized
possession: a 
calavera, or skull made of sugar, that is used in the yearly Day of the
Dead 
celebration. 
June 13, 03:37-04:27 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"Personal Call"
Assumpta's women's group causes problems. Peter helps Father Mac. 
June 13, 09:00-11:00 p.m.
IRISH TENORS ELLIS ISLAND
Ronan Tynan, Anthony Kearns, Finbar Wright perform songs of longing and 
remembrance incl. "Isle of Hope, Isle of Tears," "God Bless Am.,"
"Nearer My 
God to Thee." 



June 14, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Politics Unusual"
Popular Maggie runs for Class President against an unassuming kid named
Simon. 
June 14, 03:39-04:29 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"Lost Sheep"
One of Eamonn's sheep has gone AWOL. 
June 15, 01:00-02:00 a.m.
REFLECTIONS OF VIETNAM: JOURNEY OF GENERATIONS
Military cadets visit Vietnam and explore the legacy of our nation's
longest 
war; Vietnamese and Am. veterans recall the war. 
June 15, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Tito's Mexican Vacation"
Tito is homesick for his family in Mexico. Maya, eager to help her
cousin 
feel better, decides that if they can't take Tito back to Mexico,
they'll 
bring Mexico to Tito! 
June 16, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Surprise, Surprise"
Maya decides to cheer up Chrissy with a surprise birthday party -- and
tries 
to get pop star Enrique to come. 
June 16, 03:38-04:28 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"The Waiting Game"
Lottery fever hits the village. 
June 17, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"An Okri-Dokey Day"
When Maya realizes that their neighbors Greg and Isoka Okri don't have
any 
children of their own, she engineers things so she and Miguel spend the
better 
part of a weekend with them. 
June 17, 03:39-04:29 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"Pack Up Your Troubles"
Quigley's new business upsets the community. 
June 18, 01:00-02:00 a.m.
CUBAN AMERICANS
Explores diversity of Cuban American experience, its glorious past and 
promising future.  
 
 
June 19, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT



"Ba-Do and the Lantern Festival/Fu-Fu's Full Moon F"
Ba-Do and Sagwa get soiled and bully bats bother Fu-Fu. 
June 19, 03:30-04:00 p.m.
SIMPLY MING
"Classic Brioche Dough"
Ming uses his Classic Cornmeal Brioche Dough as a base for Caramelized
Onion 
and Sambal Brioche, Five-Spiced Coffee Cake and more. 
June 20, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Chrissy's Big Move"
Maya's friend Chrissy discovers that her father has been transferred
and is 
moving the whole family to Hong Kong. Maya enlists Miguel and the gang
to 
"introduce" Chrissy to Hong Kong. 
June 20, 03:39-04:29 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"The Reckoning"
Peter has a lot on his mind; Fitzgerald's wiring is faulty; the
Oriental Food 
Fair at the pub takes a tragic turn. 
June 21, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Career Day"
It's Career Day in Maya and Miguel's class. While Miguel lucks into
spending 
the day with an astronaut, Maya ends up with Mort, an insurance
salesman who 
has lost his belief in himself. 
June 21, 03:37-04:27 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"Amongst Friends"
Peter must hold the shocked village together. 
June 22, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"I've Got to Be Mi-Guel"
Tito really admires his big cousin Miguel and imitates everything
Miguel says, 
does, and wears. Will Tito discover some of his own talents? 
June 23, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Mala Suerte"
When the usually meticulous Rosa scorches the family breakfast, Maya
thinks 
the apartment is cursed with bad luck. Maya, Miguel attempt some hasty
feng 
shui. 
June 23, 03:35-04:25 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"All Bar One"
Niamh is suspicious of Quigleys attempts to buy Fitzgeralds. 



June 24, 01:00-02:00 a.m.
COME AND TAKE IT DAY
Legend of lost treasure of Tejano folk hero Gregorio Cortez changes
lives of 
four present-day Texans. Jesse Borrego, Jacob Vargas, Maria Candelaria,
Rick 
Delgado. 
June 24, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"The Bully and the Bunny"
A hulking new kid named Jimmy McCorkle moves in across the street and -
so it 
seems - begins to bully everyone around. Maya thinks maybe Jimmy's not
so bad. 
June 24, 03:37-04:27 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"He Healeth The Sick"
Father Aidan inadvertently performs a miracle on a bedridden woman. 
June 26, 05:30-06:00 a.m.
SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT
"Wedding Day Mess/A Catfish Tale"
Tai Tai and Foolish plan wedding and Sagwa catches Yeh-Yeh. 
June 27, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Prince Tito"
To help Tito overcome his stage fright, Maya convinces him to audition
for a 
community theater performance called "Prince Tito." But the director
casts 
Tito in the lead and Maya in a bit part. 
June 27, 03:38-04:28 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"Bread and Water"
Sean's teenage daughter causes uproar. 
June 28, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Tito's Mexican Vacation"
Tito is homesick for his family in Mexico. Maya, eager to help her
cousin 
feel better, decides that if they can't take Tito back to Mexico,
they'll 
bring Mexico to Tito! 
June 28, 03:36-04:26 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"Par for the Course"
Quigley's dreams of the perfect golf course get an unexpected boost
when Orla 
ropes in a dodgy contact who may need buttering up. 
June 29, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"Politics Unusual"
Popular Maggie runs for Class President against an unassuming kid named
Simon. 



June 30, 01:00-02:00 a.m.
LOS ROMEROS: THE ROYAL FAMILY OF THE GUITAR
Story of world's first classical guitar quartet. 
June 30, 07:00-07:30 a.m.
MAYA & MIGUEL
"La Calavera"
When Maya wants to add some oomph to her presentation about Mexico for
school, 
she consults her Abuela Elena, who allows her to borrow a prized
possession: a 
calavera, or skull made of sugar, that is used in the yearly Day of the
Dead 
celebration. 
June 30, 03:37-04:27 p.m.
BALLYKISSANGEL
"The Odd Couple"
Donal rescues a circus bear and turns to Father Aidans for help. 

(E)   Government Issues
April 1, 07:30-08:00 p.m.
STATE CIRCLE
April 2, 12:00-01:35 a.m.
GENERAL ASSEMBLY PROCEEDINGS: THE HOUSE OF MARYLAN
April 3, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
STATE CIRCLE
April 5, 04:00-04:30 a.m.
AMERICA IN PERSPECTIVE: U.S. HISTORY SINCE 1877
"The Limits of Power"
The longest and most unpopular war in American history. 
April 5, 04:30-05:00 a.m.
AMERICA IN PERSPECTIVE: U.S. HISTORY SINCE 1877
"The Limits of Politics"
The Watergate scandal. 
April 6, 12:00-02:00 a.m.
GENERAL ASSEMBLY PROCEEDINGS: THE SENATE OF MARYLA
April 6, 04:00-04:30 a.m.
WESTERN TRADITION
"The First World War and the Rise of Fascism"
World War I and the rise of fascism. 
April 6, 04:30-05:00 a.m.
WESTERN TRADITION
"The Second World War"
World War II, and Hitler's attempt to exterminate the Jews. 
April 7, 12:00-02:00 a.m.
GENERAL ASSEMBLY PROCEEDINGS: THE SENATE OF MARYLA
April 8, 12:00-02:00 a.m.
GENERAL ASSEMBLY PROCEEDINGS: THE SENATE OF MARYLA



April 8, 07:30-08:00 p.m.
STATE CIRCLE
April 9, 12:00-02:00 a.m.
GENERAL ASSEMBLY PROCEEDINGS: THE HOUSE OF MARYLAN
April 10, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
STATE CIRCLE
April 11, 12:00-02:00 a.m.
GENERAL ASSEMBLY PROCEEDINGS: THE HOUSE OF MARYLAN
April 11, 09:00-10:00 p.m.
QUEEN VICTORIA: SECRETS OF A QUEEN
Private life and love of longest-reigning British monarch. 
April 12, 04:00-04:30 a.m.
AMERICA IN PERSPECTIVE: U.S. HISTORY SINCE 1877
"The Conservative Resurgence"
This episode covers the rise of conservatism in the late seventies and
early 
eighties. 
April 13, 04:00-04:30 a.m.
WESTERN TRADITION
"The Cold War"
This episode describes the advent of the Cold War and how each side
viewed 
the other as the "incarnation of evil". Out of this attitude sprang the
Truman 
Doctrine: that we must support democracy around the globe. The weapons
of the 
Cold War included military buildup, economic support, and propaganda. 
April 15, 07:30-08:00 p.m.
STATE CIRCLE
April 17, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
STATE CIRCLE
April 19, 09:00-09:55 p.m.
KING GEORGE & QUEEN MARY: THE FIRST WINDSORS
Royal love story, birth of dynasty. 
April 21, 09:00-10:00 p.m.
BATTLEFIELD BRITAIN
"Battle of Britain - 1940"
Most recent attempt to invade Britain and the biggest aerial battle
ever 
fought. 
April 22, 07:30-08:00 p.m.
STATE CIRCLE
April 24, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
STATE CIRCLE
April 28, 09:00-10:00 p.m.
BATTLEFIELD BRITAIN
"Boudicca's Revolt - 61ad"
Queen Boudicca of the Iceni led an army against the Romans. 



April 29, 07:30-08:00 p.m.
STATE CIRCLE
April 30, 04:00-05:00 a.m.
THREE PRESIDENTS, EAST OF THE BLUE RIDGE
Intertwined lives of Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, James Monroe --
best 
friends who became 3rd, 4th and 5th presidents of US, leading for 24
yrs. 
May 1, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
STATE CIRCLE
May 5, 09:00-10:00 p.m.
BATTLEFIELD BRITAIN
"Hastings - 1066"
When William of Normandy clashed against King Harold, the consequences
were 
far reaching. 
May 6, 07:30-08:00 p.m.
STATE CIRCLE
May 7, 01:00-02:00 a.m.
MOST UNLIKELY HERO
Capt. Bruce Yamashita's battle against racism and discrimination in the
U.S. 
Marine Corps' Officer Candidate School. 
May 8, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
STATE CIRCLE
May 10, 01:00-02:00 a.m.
KOREAN WAR STORIES
"Forgotten War" vets share experiences set within historical context. 
May 12, 09:00-10:00 p.m.
BATTLEFIELD BRITAIN
"Battle for Wales - 1403"
Last struggle for Welsh independence led by Owain Glyndwr. 
May 12, 10:00-10:55 p.m.
BATTLEFIELD
"The Desert War - Closing The Net"
July 1942 battle when British under Gen. Auchinleck held off German and 
Italian forces, gained shorter supply lines. 
May 13, 07:30-08:00 p.m.
STATE CIRCLE
May 15, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
STATE CIRCLE
May 19, 09:00-10:00 p.m.
BATTLEFIELD BRITAIN
"Spanish Armada - 1588"
Philip of Spain's religious crusade against England's Protestant state. 
May 19, 10:00-10:55 p.m.
BATTLEFIELD



"The Battle of El Alamein"
Allied tactics against Axis forces which forced Rommel to withdraw,
tanks and 
all. 
May 20, 07:30-08:00 p.m.
STATE CIRCLE
May 22, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
STATE CIRCLE
May 26, 09:00-10:00 p.m.
BATTLEFIELD BRITAIN
"Naseby - 1645"
In the English Civil War, Charles I's hopes were destroyed by
Cromwell's New 
Model Army. Never again was Britain ruled solely by a Monarch. 
May 27, 07:29-07:59 p.m.
STATE CIRCLE
"Chesapeake Bay Week"
Discover the politics surrounding the state of the Chesapeake Bay, and
hear 
movers-and-shakers in Annapolis who are spearheading efforts to revive
the 
Chesapeake. Guests include Del. Richard Sossi, District 36, Caroline,
Cecil, 
Kent & Queen Anne's Counties. Oysters are essential to clean the bay
and to 
sustain bay oystermen. Debate in Annapolis continues over introduction
of a 
nonnative oyster (Ariakensis, Asian Oyster) to clean up the Chesapeake. 
Proponents want to proceed with the plan as a way to start the process
as soon 
as possible, while some state officials want to study the process,
fearing 
more harm to the bay from Ariakensis. 
May 29, 10:30-11:00 a.m.
STATE CIRCLE
"Chesapeake Bay Week"
Discover the politics surrounding the state of the Chesapeake Bay, and
hear 
movers-and-shakers in Annapolis who are spearheading efforts to revive
the 
Chesapeake. Guests include Del. Richard Sossi, District 36, Caroline,
Cecil, 
Kent & Queen Anne's Counties. Oysters are essential to clean the bay
and to 
sustain bay oystermen. Debate in Annapolis continues over introduction
of a 
nonnative oyster (Ariakensis, Asian Oyster) to clean up the Chesapeake. 
Proponents want to proceed with the plan as a way to start the process
as soon 
as possible, while some state officials want to study the process,
fearing 
more harm to the bay from Ariakensis. 
May 31, 01:00-02:00 a.m.
TIME FOR HONOR: STORIES FROM VIETNAM
Veterans, scholars and eyewitnesses present a cross-sectional view of



the war 
in 1968-69. 
May 31, 11:30 p.m.-12:00 a.m.
USS WISCONSIN: THE LAST BATTLESHIP
Place in history of unique battleship and crew. 
June 2, 09:00-10:00 p.m.
BATTLEFIELD BRITAIN
"The Boyne - 1690"
Protestant King William of Orange fights Catholic King James II for the 
throne. 
June 2, 10:00-10:55 p.m.
BATTLEFIELD
"The Invasion of Italy"
Allies' Operation Shingleamphibious assaults at Anzio in 1944. Allies
tried 
to break through German defense near Cassino monastery. 
June 3, 07:30-08:00 p.m.
STATE CIRCLE
June 10, 07:30-08:00 p.m.
STATE CIRCLE
June 14, 11:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m.
DEADLY FUZE: THE STORY OF WORLD WAR II'S BEST KEPT
Credited with saving tens of thousands in WWII, Proximity Fuze was
forerunner 
of today's guided missiles. 
June 15, 01:00-02:00 a.m.
REFLECTIONS OF VIETNAM: JOURNEY OF GENERATIONS
Military cadets visit Vietnam and explore the legacy of our nation's
longest 
war; Vietnamese and Am. veterans recall the war. 
June 16, 09:00-10:00 p.m.
BATTLEFIELD BRITAIN
"Culloden - 1746"
English vs. Scottish in final battle of Jacobite rebellion. 
June 16, 10:00-10:55 p.m.
BATTLEFIELD
"Building The West Wall"
Construction and defense of Hitler's West Wall or Siegried Line, a
three-mile- 
deep web of fortifications, pillboxes, troop shelters and anti-tank
obstacles. 
June 16, 11:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m.
GOD IN GOVERNMENT
Explores complex relationship between religion and politics in the
world, 
from the U.S. to Iran, Israel and India. 
June 17, 07:30-08:00 p.m.
STATE CIRCLE
June 23, 09:00-09:55 p.m.



BATTLEFIELD
"The Breakout from Normandy"
1944 liberation of Paris; overstretched Allied supply lines; Hitler's
defense 
of the Wall; oepning the way to Berlin. 
June 24, 07:30-08:00 p.m.
STATE CIRCLE
June 28, 11:00-11:50 p.m.
DIANA CONSPIRACY
Explores various theories that Princess Diana's 1997 crash was no
accident. 
June 30, 09:00-09:55 p.m.
BATTLEFIELD
"Operation Market Garden"
Ill-fated allied Operation in 1944 that involved 10,000 troops
parachuting 
into Nazi-occupied Dutch territory to secure bridgeheads. 


